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Whalen speaks at 
RHA Assembly 
By Sabina Rogers applying to live off campus was not a prob-
Thereisa possibility that thenew telephone lem. Now, when the density of students in 
system will not be put into affect on time, residence halls is decrasing, the college has 
according to IC president James J. Whalen. to make sure enough spaces are filled to pay 
Whether or not it is will depend on the people the bill, he said. 
at AT&T. Addressing the question of whether or not 
One division of the phone company is the recession willaffecthousingrates, Whalen 
battling with another, Whalen said at his said that this year the numberofapplications 
meeting with the Residence Hall Association has gone up five percentfrom last year's drop 
on Wednesday, Feb. 19. He said, "If there's of 20 percent. Unfortunately, he said, ev-
a delay, it's not because of Ithaca College." eryone is applying where we have no room, 
Whalen said that the problems companies like in the physical therapy department 
like AT&T are having within themselves are Because of the drop in applications, there 
c;osting them business. He gave an example · will be more space in the residence haJls. 
of his incident with a bank on his recent trip Whalen said enrollment of the freshman 
to London. class was nqt being kept up by a decrease in 
The college had $1 million in a London standards. "We have been able to take in a 
, bank that was refusing to register students at larger number of people, but not very many 
the London Center for bank cards. After of those were low in class rank." 
someone working there told him that the He said the college would be accepting 
problem was with the branch manager and fewer students than last year, but they will be 
could not be resolved, Whalen withdrew the ·judged by the same standards. "High school 
money and opened an account at another rank is a better indicator of college pcrfor-
hank across the' street. mance than college boards, but the two to-
Conceming· the· possibility of coed resi- gelher are even better. 
dential housing.in the Terraces, Whalen said, "Board scores show aptitude, not moti-
.. "It's an·interesting question. As Jong as I arJ'.I vation," Wl)alen said-The college. is Jook.ipg 
-pi,esident, -I see absolutely no ·reason ··for-:. ·at arl'.incoming·class of 1350'students, but 
residetlce halls to be coed by room." Whalen Whalen said he thinks there will be more. 
said that New Hall is an exception because "Wecan take 1450students with no trouble," 
each room Jtas a private bathroom. Whalensaid,aslorigastheymeetthecollege's 
Whalen told the RHA Assembly about admissions standards. The incoming class 
the bonds that were sold in order to build the will have about300 fewer students than are in 
residence halls. The bonds, he said, need to the present freshman class. 
be paid off, and people need to live in the Concerning the quality of the teaching of 
halls in order to accomplish this. Whalen the professors and their pay raises, Whalen 
said, "It's not a question of whether or not said this college is not an impoverished en-
tuition, room and board will go up, it's how vironment According to Whalen, faculty 
much." and staff will both be getting pay raises. He 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
Jack Slgourny '95 practices his guitar on the Island behind Muller Chapel on 
Wednesday afternoon. 
Hesaid, "Wemusthaveasufficientnumber will recommend to the board to adjust the 
ofpeoplelivingoncampusinordertopayoff salaries of associate, assistant and full pro-
the bonds, which I didn't buy." He said the fessors as well as add to their benefits. 
college used to have so many students that See "Whalen," page 8 
Fighting a 20th century plague 
Living with 
AIDS as a 
positive after being molested by his 
cousin. 
Hamer found out he was HIV-
positive in Dec. 1983. He devel-
t oped AIDS 2 1/2 years ago. Hamer co un ry lost two jobs as a result of develop-
By Christa Anoll ing AIDS. 
With the United States facing Wendy Richardson was diag-
over 130,000 AIDS-related deaths, nosed as being HIV-positive one 
AIDS educators are urging respon- year after graduating from college. 
sibility in combatting the disease. She is now 35 and married. Her 
Members of the Fourth Annual husband does not have the virus. 
Living With AIDS panel sent this Ann and her husbandTom, who 
message to an audience of about wouldnotgivetheirlastname,have 
150peoplefromthelthacacommu- been married for severi years. Ann 
nity Monday. found out that she is HIV-positive 
"It is not discriminating. I didn't last April. 
thinkl_couldgetitbecauselwastoo Ann and Tom have three chil-
selective with who I went to bed ·. dren. The middle one, a four-year-
with,"'Rich Harner, a 45-year-old old girt, is also HIV-positiv~. 
homosexual male who has AIDS, . Ann said the hardest thmg for 
said. her is seeing her daughter have to 
1 The. panelists told the stories of grow up with lhe virus. 
·~their ~rsonal .. involvements with Each panelist stressed the need 
!the. virus. . . for the government to educate the 
. ..The_yqiingesi panelis~ 18-year- public and f~r ~dividuals to take 
ol~LButclt" Cornwell, tested HIV- charge of thclf hves. 
' : . _ .... / :-- : . : ~: 
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Living with 
.AIDS.as an 
individual 
By Christa Anoll 
At first glance, Butch Cornwell 
appears to bean average high school 
senior. 
Wearing faded blue jeans and a 
baggy ocean-blue sweatshirt, 
Cornwell is at ease with people. He 
talks about basketball, math and art 
and hanging out with his friends. 
But Cornwell's concerns go be-
yond that of most high school se-
niors,-He is facing a fatal-disease. 
"It's just another challenge for 
· me. I'm living with HIV, not dy-
ing," Cornwell said. 
Cornwell was diagnosed as be-
ing HIV-positive in September 
1991. His dark eyes glass over as he 
tells of the childhood events lead-
. ing to that diagnosis. 
Attheagcsof7a,nd 14,Cornwell 
was molested by his cousin, who 
was then in his 40s. Comwell's 
cousin had full-blown AIDS. 
Both times Cornwell told his 
parents, but they said they didn't 
believe him. They later admitted 
that they ignored their son because 
they knew his cousin had AIDS; 
they weren't prepared to consider 
the possibility their son might con-
tract AIDS. 
The second time he was mo-
lested, he told his older brother and 
sister. They told the students at 
school that their brother was gay 
and had AIDS.At that time, 
Cornwell was living in a group 
home. For most of his life, Cornwell 
lived in group and foster homes 
because his parents abused him. 
"I wanted to stay at home, but I 
finally got sick of it and gave up," 
Cornwell said. "I enjoyed living in 
foster homes. It was fun. I learned a 
lot about what life was about, what 
it's like to have real parents." · 
After the second time, he told 
the group home staff he had been 
molested and they had his cousin 
arrested. 
Comwell's HIV test was nega-
tive. "I thought that was it. I tested 
negative, so I thought I was OK. I 
thought I would always be nega-
tive. I was wrong." 
Discharged from his group home 
when he was 15, Cornwell tried to 
live with his father, but "He didn't 
want me." 
Cornwell asked his aunt and 
uncle to adopt him, but they re-
fused. "They had two kids and they 
were afraid of what might happen 
tothem,"Cornwellsaid. 'They were 
afraid of me." 
Out on his own, Cornwell stayed 
at a motel and worked in its office, 
eventually becoming the manager. 
He also went to school.When the 
motel went bankrupt, he was forced 
to live in an apartment by himself. 
In September 1991, Cornwell 
experienced fatigue and develQped 
See" AIDS," page 6 
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The Ithacan lnauirer 
By Jeff Selingo 
Who do you think should be responsible 
for registering voters? 
·.. ..,, . 
• A•'•;, V 
Rick Rainville 
Professor of Spanish 
"The individual voter 
themselves should make 
the decision because we 
have the freedom to vote 
or not to vote." 
Rabies-infected 
racoon found 
By A vi Schaeffer 
A rabid raccoon· was captured 
on Feb. 16 on Coddington Road, 
just off the Ithaca College campus. 
According to an IC press re-
lease, the raccoon did not have any 
contact with either humans or house 
pets before it was trapped. 
SusanGreene,ofWildrun Wild-
life Transport, gives students the 
following suggestions for protect-
ing themselves from rabid wild 
animals: 
Monique Barnes '92 
Sociology 
"All schools should be-
cause they have the better 
opportunity to educate 
students about the politi-
cal process." 
eDepositall trash in dumpsters, 
and ensure that the dumpster lids 
are closed after the garbage has 
been placed inside. 
eHealthy raccoons will avoid 
humans, so be cautious of very ag-
gressive oroverl y friendly raccoons. 
A rabid animal will appear disori-
ented and will not.be able to walk 
properly. 
eu a raccoon approaches, speak 
toitquietly. If necessary, back away 
or quietly walk around it. 
eDo not feed wild animals. 
To report any animal that seems 
to be acting strangely, call the Of-
fice of Campus Safety at274-3333. 
• 
Shawn Lynch '95 
Financ.e 
"The voters themselves 
should make the decision 
because it is their choice 
and their responsibility." 
Clarification 
In the Feb. 13 article "Capital 
budget cut," Provost Tom Longin 
was quoted as saying the deans 
ask for $12 million in capital 
expentituresand realize there will 
be cuts. The Budget Committee 
reviews capital requests from 
across the campus. 
Correction 
In the Feb. 13 article "Scuba-
doobie-doo," it was stated that 
there is a $120 payment for ski-
ing. Skiing payment is S 121 if 
you have equipment and $157 if 
you have no equip~ent. 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
Qtorner ~ Sunday-Thursday Noon - 1 :_30 a.m. Friday & Saturday Noon - 2:00 a.m. 
825 Danby Road 
Comtr S. Aurora (96B) & Coddington 273-6006 
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I 12 Chicken wings 24 Chicken wings I 
Dealing 
with 
stress 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
I'm stressed out!!! 
We hear those words in passing 
many times a day or week. The 
person then launches into what's 
happening and how they're react-
ing to iL Some of what they de-
scribe may have to do with major 
Iif e changes, or big and little crises. 
Many of these we tend to think of 
as bad such as a death, in jury, ill-
ness, flunking out, being brought 
up on judicial charges, or room-
mate difficulties. 
Others, surprisingly, seem like 
happy events. Falling in love, get-
ting the job you applied for, getting 
that high grade, getting into a fra-
ternity or sorority, moving off cam-
pus-all can be stressful. But why 
would the person be stressed, you 
wonder? Likely it's because such 
events involve the stress of new 
responsibilities or status! 
Stress is a natural part of living 
and you can't avoid it. It comes 
with any change you must adjust to 
and it's accompanied by physical 
and emotional reactions. 
Stress comes from three basic 
sources: your environment, your 
thoughts and your body. A college 
environment bombards you with 
demands to adjust. 
Once something is seen as 
threatening, we evoke the "fight or 
flight" response which sets off a 
whole series of physiological reac-
tions that prepare us to deal with 
threats. 
But we can develop ways to 
cope with stressful situations. That 
is, the more we arc in control ofour 
p\oin O\d 
LSAi 
Preporo1ion 
course 
. Introducing 
February 20, 1992 
-
Counselor's 
-Corner 
MMrt 
reactions, the less is the physi-
ological impact. So try the fol-
lowing: 
'Y Recognize your stress signals. 
Stresscancreepuponyou. Some 
signs are irritability, flying off 
th~ handle, sleeplessness, weight 
gam or loss, muscle tension, tics, 
difficulty breathing, forgetful-
ness, making errors. 
'Y As_ a preventive m~sure, pay 
atte.nuon to your exercise and diet. 
The healthief you are, the better 
you can handle stress. 
'Y Look for ihe sources of stress 
in your life. Look at personal re-
lationships - and look at your 
relationship with yourself! Do 
you create stress by making cx-
cessivedemandsonyourself? Do 
you insist you must be perfect in 
all you undertake so that you set 
up your own stress? Is it okay for 
you to fail at something or to 
make a mistake? 
T Recognize what you·can and 
can'tcontrol! Youarenotgoing 
to change that and it's wasted 
energy to arouse yourself over it. 
'Y Set your own goals and eval u-
ate them regularly. If you are liv-
ing someone else's program -
for you- you're bound to expe-
rience stress. 
T Remember it is up to you to 
protect yourself from prolonged 
stress. Back off a bit when stress 1 
signals appear. Don 'texcecd your 
individual stress level. Most of 
all, enjoy yourself! 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center . 
Rankin's New LSAT Premium Program. 
I 2 16-oz. sodas 4 1 6-oz. sodas I I $8.50 $14.50 I Just because something has been obtain the highest possible score so around for a long time doesn't that you can get into the best law I I 
I I 
. 
I I 
1 Try any of our Gourmet Pizzas 1 
r 
1 at the low price of $6.95 (medium) or $8.95 (large). : 
I YOU MUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING.· I L------------~---------------------~4 
Always FREE delivery and FREE Pepsi 
with pizza! FREE delivery on subs and 
wings with a $6.00 minimum order. 
16 oz. PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered 
50¢ each. 
WE GLADLY ACCEPr VISA 
AND MASI'ERCARD ON 
All.FOOD DELIVERIES! 
necessarily mean it's good. school. Because, as you know, 
T~e Ron~n Educational Group is graduating from Jaw school doesn't 
an innovative company that has put guarantee a job. You need to 
together the latest in research, · graduate from the best. · 
techn?logy,_and teaching I,] 
1 
NTH EKIN So don't take chances by 
techniques ma new LSAT I - · · t Id t t w . gomg o an o es 
cours~. e call it our LSAT preparation company. 
Premium Program and it's c 11 R k. · t d b d · d a on m o ay. 
een esigne to help you EDUCATIONAL· GROUP You deserve the very best. 
Ithaca 277-0700 
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MC . AT • Over 145 locations Nationwide 
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Speaker to focus on life of black explorer· 
Historical encounters of con-
troversy and racism surrounding 
Matthew Henson, an African 
American explorer, will be the 
topic of S. Allen Counter's .. Re-
claiming a Heritage" speech at 8 
p.m. tonight in the Park School of 
Communications, according to 
Toe IC News. 
The speech was designed in 
celebration of Black History 
Month. 
Counter, a renowned neuro-
science professor at Harvard Uni-
versity and a member of the Ex-
plorers Club, has spent the last 
two decades studying the global 
impact of blacks. 
Counter is the director of the 
Harvard Foundation, an organi-
zation that is responsible for cul-
tivating and promoting 
intercultural relations. 
plifies the kind of person we could 
all be. He soughtunders~nding from 
people of other cultures and other 
races, and he reached out to them," 
recorded the IC News. 
The centennial speaker also re-
gards Henson as a hero because he 
showedthatover80yearsago"black 
and white men worked together to 
achieve a goal." 
The 1909 North Pole discovery 
by Henson and U.S. Navy com-
mander Robert Peary is questioned 
by some historians as to whether it 
was the first time the icy pasture was 
exposed to the outside world. 
Counter asserts that Henson was 
not only the first to reach the north-
ern apex, but that he was cheated qut 
of his proper recognition because of 
his color. 
"He [Henson] exempli-
fies the kind of person 
we could all be. He 
sought understadning 
from people of other 
cultures and other 
races, and he reached 
out to them." 
-S. AY.en Counter, 
centeqnial speaker 
guished Arlington National Cem-
etery, Henson received scantatten-
tion and was buried with his wife in 
the Bronx, NY, in 1955. 
The film Welcome Home, Mat-
thew Henson, features Counter's 
successful attempt to move the grave 
of Henson and his wife to join 
Peary's in Arlington in 1988. 
ragua, Greenland, and other parts 
of the world. 
Peary was remembered as hav-
ing no prejudice against Henson. 
This was witnessed by the fact that 
Peary chose him as an accomplice 
over five other white explorers due 
to his superior navigation skills, 
which several times keyed the sur-
vival of exploration teams. 
According to Counter, Henson 
slowly became a prominent figure 
in the eyes of white explorers around 
the world, and is popular among the 
Eskimos for being the first colored 
person to come in contact with them. 
In search of Henson's descen-
dants, Counter was led to Anaukaq 
and Kali, the 80-year-old sons of 
Henson and Peary. 
i'mends for shunning Henson the 
first time upon return from his his-
toric North Pole venture. 
President Reagan issued regards 
to the sons, and former Washington 
D.C.,mayorMarionBarrydeclared 
Anaukaq and Kali's June 3 visit 
"Matthew A. Henson Day." 
Counter was touted for his 
award-winning documentary on the 
mysterious South American rain 
forest inhabitants that were descen-
dants of African slaves. 
In addition to his evening pre-
sentation, Counter will attend a2:35 
p.m. open session in the Campus 
Center coffeehouse and an honor-
ary 3:30 p.m: event in the pµb, both 
of which are free to the public. 
Counter has written three noted 
books on the trials and tribulations 
of Henson's lif e,NorthPoleLegacy: 
Counter believes Henson's 
: story is vital because "He exem-
While Peary was glorified with 
rewards by the U .S.govemment upon 
his return from the North Pole and 
was eventually buried in the distin-
Henson spent his life traveling 
with Peary on expeditions to Nica-
In 1987, Counter led the two 
sons and a band of relatives to the 
United States to visit the burial 
grounds of their fathers. 
The U.S. government made 
Black, White, and Eskimo; Mat-
thew Henson;andABlackE:xplorer 
at the North Pole. 
.. 
OUNDS KENWOOD maxelt 
Portable XLII 90 8 Pack Jyc· 
'iA~ CD Player with One Free 
UYi;;;- XLII lOOTape 
Portable Twin 
CD Player 
DPC-52 PC-XT3 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 Minutes in 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Garage with 
any purchase 
Center Ithaca 
Use Our New $16995 $1999 s2599 Suggested Retail $29995 
Commons Entrance s22995 Suggested Retail 
·~ 
s34995 Suggested Retail 
277-4766 
• Remote Control • Twin CO Player 
Mon, Tue, Wed, & Sat 10-6 • Rechargeable Batt~ries • Dual Tape Decks 
• Detachable Speakers Th. & Fr. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 • Car Cassette Adapter 
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The Bookstore · 
REMINDER TO 
ALL STUDENTS 
Please purchase all 
your textbook require~ 
ments as soon as possible 
as the Bookstore will 
begin returning textbook 
overstock to publishers 
on March 1, 1992. We 
will not be able to 
guarantee availability 
after this date. 
J DOMINO'S ____ 5 ___ S ____ po_t 
Special 
Get a 12" pizza with one 
topping & one Coke for 
ONLY $5.00 
CALL US! 
273-0111 IINOBODY · KNOWS : ·· .~fMINO'S .. How You Llke Pizza .At Home. 
LIMITED TIME OFFER. NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS. 
TAX NOT INCLUDED. r------------------~-----, 
: 1 2" Pizza With One Toppin_g And : 
: One Coke Only : 
: · $5.00 : 
I I 
: With This Coupon. Save $2 .. 25 ! : 
I valid through Wednesday 2126/92 I L------------------------~ 
I 1 :: . 
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four TV ·channels-
,~Mtl!$~~,p~~ffl~.·:.:¥. 
:~xtl1'gu_ished . · 
. . ' - - ' - , _.- . '~· .-}~. · .. 
. By Sabina'Rogers . . ·_ : "S ki . . -. . . -· . 
· The Residence Hall Associa- ·_. .ml!- ~~- '! qgar,ette _zs · 
By Jacki Donati the issues they.,deal with. Unlike like "Cheers" and · tion proposed tltat ~--life safety. monitored: You ljold zt 
Students studying at the Dallas and Dynasty, they don't· "Thirtysomething.""lthasbyand division of Campti~ Safety ~end . _ jn_y~t,q hp_~d iy_hite you 
London Center are learning to deal with adultery,·wheelirig and large less money than the-major. - the open flaine pobcy !O 3!1ow, !11e . -smoke it and you.p·ut it 
adapt to life with only four tele- dealing, and they don't have ex- national ~ters. It can de- burning of cone ·and sb~k mcense.- _ '· . . b _-
vision stations, or even no tele- tremely rµtSty characters,"he.said. cide it would like programs about The proposal was denied and ciga- . out: lnce~s_e u~n~ for 
vision at all. During the next few years, certain areas and get commis- - rettes remain the only _thing stu- ·· 30.;.40 mm_utes , . : 
The four broadcast stations in British broadcast will be in the sionedfor them," he said. dents can burn in their rooms •. , ·unmonitored .. "- , 
England are: BBC 1, BBC 2, processofafewniajortransitions. Further differences between Sectionll91.loftheopenflame · _ ._ .. ,-Roy Schrein 
Independent Television (ITV) Oneofthechanges,Mottershead American and British program- - policyofNewYorlcunderfiresafety ffi f . er, 
and Channel Four. In some parts said, will come in 1993 with the ming can be seeri in the videos of safe WU"ds states, "It is prohibited O. ce O hf e safety 
of the country, people can get new Broadcasting Bill;_."Cur- MTVEurope. AccordingtoAn- todl!card,throworplace flaming w~y -~~g·is allowed and in-
cable networks or satellite tele- rently, Channel Four and ITV thony van Someren, Operations orglowingobjectssu~hasmatches,. ceti~ b~i~~- isn't because there 
vision. don't-compete for the same rev- Manager for MTV Europe, there cigars and'cigarettes, or other flam-. w~ :1 po~s~bility oflosing Sf!!Oking 
According to Chris enue from ad sales ,because the is much more concern for the ing or glowing substances, where pnvdegesaltogether,Zagonnsaid. 
Mottershead, lecturer in televi- regional ITV commercial compa- quality of programming shown such substances or ·things may ig- He_also said stude~ts not being able 
sionand ftlm at the London Cen- nies sell its advertising space and to children. nite combustible or expl~sive ma- to. smoke 'would create· more of a 
ter,"TheBBChasbeenlosingits they would be forced to give MTV Europe banned videos terials." problem~do- studentsnotbe-
audiencetocommercialstations. moneyeachyearfortheupkeepof suchasPublicEnemy's"Whenl In a letter written to Randy ingabletobumincense,soRHAiet 
It's down to about 30 percent. Channel Four to make its pro- Get to Arizona" because of its Zagorin '94,presidentofR.HA,from · the fssue to.' ,- , · · 
Commercial networks account grams." Under the new Bill, violent content. Also on the re- Andrew Frost, building inspector/ - In accor~ce- with Section 
for about 65-70 percent of the Channel Four will have to sen its stricted viewing list are Boogie zoning enforcement officer, Frost · 1191.1 (e), "No.person shall know-
audience." own ads, thus creating 9irect com- Down Productions '"Duck Down" said, "If the college pennits a stu- ingly maintain a fire hazard." Frost 
Mottershead said that many petition with ITV. and "Wildside" by Marky Mark. dent to smoke cigarettes in their said, "I ~li~ve 'statistics will sup-
British game_shows are modeled Another problem facing En- "We have a problem with vio- donnitory room but they prohibit. porttheclaimthatthelargestnwn-
after American ones. However, gland, according to Mottershead, lence. Whereas in the states they the burning of incense, then I be- ber of fires in residential occupan-
he said, British soap operas tend is that with the arrival of satelJite have a problem with sexual mate- lieve the prohibition eliminates one cies originate from the burning of 
to be social realists, dealing with television and the economic re- rial. The new rap music fashion possible cause of a fire or fire haz- cigarettes or similar incendiary 
thewoddngclassorlowermiddJe cession,commercialnetworlcswill seemstobeforviolentvideosand ard." materials such as incense." 
class daily life "whereas Ameri- go down market and "serious we can't show them during peak In trying to eliminate all pos- Sincethebumingofiricensegoes 
can soap operas, such as Dallas factual programming will be viewing hours," Van Someren sible fire risks, the college sepa- virtually unmonitored, it cannot 
or Dynasty, tend to deal with the squeezed out" said. · rated the issues of smolcing ciga- possibly be amended from the open 
upper middle class, wealth, ITV is a network because the He said that after 9 p.m. when rettes and burning incense although flame policy. Schreiner said the Life 
glamour, and they are expen- companies are regional. Each children are less likely to be they are covered under the same Safety Division cannot amend the 
sively produced." company has the right to sell ad- watching television, program- fire code ,according to Zagorin. policytoallowincensebecause"it's 
Australian soap operas are vertising in its geographic regions, ming restrictions become more Roy Schreiner of the Office of The Golden Rule"' as mandated by 
extremely popular in England. he said. There are 13 commercial lenient Life Safety said smoking was al- the state of New York. 
Thisispartlyduetotheirairtime regionalcompanies,ofthose,there "We don't like people being lowed because "smoking a ciga- If there was a fire due to the 
schedule and the high percent- are basically the big five. The five shot and blown away, beaten up rette is monitored. You hold it in burningofincenseasaresultofthe 
age of young characters that at- make programs for the network, or taking drugs. You have to be your hand while you smoke it, and open flame policy being amended, 
tract a large audience, aside from the news programs. really careful when you can't tell you put it out. Incense burns for30- Schreiner said, the Division would 
Mottershead said.'.''They are in However, Mottershead said, what the message in the music 45 minutes unmonitored." be in serious trouble with the state 
some ways very wholesome in Channel Four contracts programs is," he said. RHAdidn'tpushthequestionof ofN~w York. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-;;~~~~~~-------------------. 
* Financial Aid Priority Deadlines 'k 
2/1/92: Submit Ithaca College Continuing 
Student Application to Financial Aid Office 
3/1/92: Financial Aid Form (FAF) mailed 
toCSS 
4/1/92: Submit signed copies of parent 
and student federal tax returns to Financial 
Aid office. 
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Dinners for Two 
. . 
Specials for February 20th to February ·26th. 
-, 
Filet Mignon Dinner for Two $29.95 
SeNed. with Salad, Side of Pasta,· and Garlic Bread. 
Chicken Francaise $18.95 
, SeNed with Salad, Side of Pasta; and Garlic Bread . 
.,-
,, 
White Wine Mushroom $17.95 
Over Choice of Poo-a: Spaghetti, Tatellini, Capelllni, 2ffi, Unguini 
· SeNed with Salad and Garlic Bread. 
~ Call For Reservations ~ 
277-666.6 -
· 823 Danby Roa~ next to Rog~'s_ C9rrier._ 
.- " . 
_:·_· · __ We ~~c~pt.Visa,_~asterc_c~rd, Diner's Club and.Discover.-
.'..· ..: ~,,;I• _._, • •.' ,• .~.-:,_ ~-, ,.• • - -~~-.:.:,:• ~.'•!;." .. ',~..,_:•;,,,•"• 
·ftlfUll!Z@Op
1
tm 
·S . - . ·. - ·-· ... - -·-· - -
The :1..11~n1:1 in~entit 11re amol 
"'_.r.r;.r-·~~~ ~ ..f-a..~ f.•-i..,f<-
thOS8 ~ ~ r~ ,~ by Ifie I. , ;:__ 
Offic:eotPublleilntormat1on;~dso1ery · · • _ 
on reports from the Oft~_ot Campus,.. · €!a~pu~, S#f~ty /t.·og:, . -· mspons·e to Eastman Hair'on ·Feb." 4 ... .:.- T A student filed a complaint reg~ing . _. .... age 'to a sliding'· glass cloor il1 the Garden ~pa~~t area: Thil dooVwas 
dar:_naged _by unknown persons some-
time between Feb. 11 and Feb. 12., 
Safety: . - :. . . • '& • • • • • 
,I • • • •• l .. ....~ .. • • ' . ,.. .- • Ariyone with any information regard--~ 
ing these entries is...~ncouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety. Unless 
otherwisespecified,.all reported incidents 
remain under inves~lgatiori. · · 
Friday, February 7 -
Thursday, February 13, 1992 
Friday, February 7 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
eggs that were thrown on the student's 
vehicle while parked in the upper A-Lot 
Incident occurred between Sp.m. Feb. 6 
and 2:30 p.m. Feb. 7. 
Y A resident of Hudson Heights filed a 
complaint regarding damage that had 
occurred to an apartment window. The 
window was broken sometime between 
2:50 and 6:10 p.m. Feb. 7. 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's jacket from the 
Hill Center. The jacket was stolen from 
the gym 3 area sometime between 9: 15 
and 10:30 p.m. while the student was 
playing basketball. 
'f A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's residence hall 
room door key, mailbox key, and build-
ing exit key. Student stated the keys 
were stolen while left in the door lock. 
'f The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Rowlan~ Hall for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
be an activated smoke detector. 
Saturday, February 8 
'Y Officers assisted the Ithaca Police 
·Oepartinenton· a report.of ~o students been ~amed t<>stay~ft-qampus. Officers 
who were higlily intoxicated and un- are unable to locate the suspect. :;. 
conscious in the .roadway area of YThelthacaFireDepartmentresponded 
Coddington Road t!nd Hudson Street. to Ter~ 6 for a fire alarm. Cause of the 
Bangs Ambulance responded and alarm was determined to be a smoke 
trahsported both students to the detector activated by burned popcorn. 
Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment. 
'YA student was issued an appearance 
ticket for the underage possession of 
an alcoholic beverage, and was referred 
for judicial action for providing false 
information to Campus Safety officers. 
'YA resident of the Garden Apartments 
filed a complaint regarding the theft of a 
$330 Reed brown leather jacket and 
$150 Chinon camera. Student stated 
that both items were stolen from the 
studenrsapartmentbetween 10:00p.m. 
Feb. 7 and 2:30 a.m. Feb. 8. 
'YA student filed a complaint regarding 
a harassing/annoying telephone call 
received on the student's residence 
hall room phone. 
Sunday, February 9 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Tallcott Hall for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
be a smok'e detector activated by 
cigarette smoke. 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of money from a wallet left in 
the student's residence hall room. 
Student reported two separate thefts 
that each netted about $30 in cash. 
T A complaint was filed regarding the 
sighting of a person who had previously 
Monday, February 10 
'Y The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Terrace8fora fire alarm. Cause of the 
alarm was determined to be a smoke 
detector activated by cigarette smoke. 
'Y Two students were referred for judicial 
action for possessing drug parapherna-
lia in the students' residence hall room. 
'YA student filed a complaint after a two-
car incident in C-Lot. The student's ve-
hicle was damaged by an unidentified 
second whicle sometime between 2:00 
p.m. Feb. 6 and 8:15 p.m. Feb. 7. 
'YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a book bag from a holding 
shelf in the campus bookstore. The bag, 
containing the sbJdenrs wallet, textbooks, 
reading glasses, cash, credit cards, and 
other personal papers, was taken at about 
5:35p.m. 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's room key and 
plastic card holder containing S50 in 
cash, credit cards, driver's license, and 
other personal papers. Student reported 
that the items were removed from the 
student's jacket between 8 and9:30 p.m., 
when it was left unattended on the sec-
ond floor of the library. 
'f" A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a brown cloth book bag con-
taining clothing items. The unattended 
bag was stolen from the third floor of the 
library sometime during the evening 
hours Feb. 10. 
Tuesday, February 11 . 
'f" A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a knapsack containing books, 
a calculator, computer discs, and other 
personal papers. The backpack was 
stolen from the Campus Center Snack 
Bar around 9:00 p.m. Feb 11. 
'YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of an AIWA AM/FM cassette 
walkman and headphones. The items 
were stolen from the Friends Hall com-
puterroom sometime after midnight Feb. 
11. 
'f" The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the Garden Apartments for a 
fire alarm. Cause of the alarm was de-
termined to be a malfunctioning stove-
top burner. No fire or damage occurred. 
'YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's black leather 
handbag containing cash, ID cards, 
driver's license, and various books. The 
items were stolen from the Campus 
Center Snack Bar at about 9:20 p.m. 
Feb 11. 
Wednesday, February 12 
'Y Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for violating Residential Life 
rules and regulations in their residence 
.. hall room. Their prohibited use of exten-
sion cords and electrical appliances 
prompted an Ithaca Fire Department 
LONDON CALLING 
... AND MY INTE.'RNSI-IIP AT PARL14ME..NT IS &REAT.1 
MY M.P. IS THE HEAD Di:= Tl-IE &~EEN PAR--ry: 
Yf..AH, _ANp iJ-llS: W._~E-~~~p ~Wf...'.~& OF.F,:ro.,~A~5 ... 
vou'\JE- JU.ST bOT TO COME ,0\/E..R._ HERE _I 
..../ 
_EPHONE- I 
~· 
_,; 
-·,, 
! 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON CENTER 
British and international faculty teach business, com~unicati~ns, humani!ies, 
mathematics/natural sciences, music, and social scienc~._S_?.ec1al features include 
internships and excursions. Full Ithaca College c~,t awarded. 
.... 
REMINDER: ",,~ 
APPLICATION-DEADLINE FRIDAY, MA)cH 6th. 
; --- ... ··----:--.·.' . ·:;~ ,-
. : 
c6ME IN TO ·s.CHEDULE AN---1-NTE'RVIEW_~-
... 
'Y A student-filed a complaint regarding 
the theft ofttie student's outdoor sport 
backpack containing a watch, textbooks, 
and computer discs. The backpack was 
taken from the Campus Center Dining 
Hall between 5 and 5:40 p.m. Feb. 12. 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of a brown vinyl briefcase and 
shoulder strap containing books and 
personal papers. The theft occurred at 
about 5:15 p.m. Feb. 12 while the item 
was left outside Studio 201A, Ford Hall. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's residence hall 
room key, mailbox key, exit key, ID card, 
and library card. The unattended items 
were stolen at about 7:20 p.m. from the 
third floor of the library. 
Thursday, February 13 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for the harassment of another 
student in a campus academic building. 
'f" The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Dillingham Center for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to be 
an activated smoke detector. No cause 
for the activation was found. 
Safety Tip 
Students are reminded to make sure 
doors close and latch behind them when 
entering and exiting residence halls. 
Do not leave doors ajar or propped 
open, and be sure strangers do not enter 
the building as you are entering or exit-
ing. 
Student 
government 
in brief 
By Heather Zuzick 
New representatives, new budget 
allotments, and new committees 
were all approved at the Student 
Government Association meeting 
on Tuesday, Feb. W,. 
. . ')osh· Neufeld, -Co.lJ)Orate Com-
·munications '93, .Vanessa Ma-
son '94, and Ted Coyle, '92, were 
elected as new congressional rep-
resentatives . 
Motions were approved for the 
Budget Committee's proposal to 
allocate $290 to the Physical Edu-
cation Majors Club for a social 
mixer.- The Ski Team was allotted 
$650 for the women's regional 
competition. 
The American Marketing Asso-
ciation received $1.000 toward ex-
penses for a conference sponsored 
by MasterCard to be held in New 
Orleans in April Donna Hawkins 
'93, vice president of business and 
finance reported that there is $4,949 
left in the floating fund. 
During officer reports. Pete 
Lepsch '92, student body president, 
said that the new phone plan. slated 
for implementation in the fall of 
'92, now only has a 50 percent 
chance of actually coming to frui-
tion. 
LaurieGoldstein '93, vice presi-
dent of campus affairs reported that 
the Dining Services Advisory Com-
mittee has been discussing potential 
new meal plans and extended dining 
service hours. Goldstein reminded 
the chamber that the Greek life sub-
committee is still reviewing every 
reaction that they have received in 
ref ere nee to the proposal. 
Katie Bums '94, vice president 
for academic affairs, reported that 
there will be a pass/fail history and 
update available after next week's 
meeting, · as the academic affiars 
committee is rewriting the previous 
proposal. 
Kevin Yaudes '92, · student 
trustee, said that there. have· been 
nine app~~ations -Co( the student 
trusl~:positic;>n for fall_ of -'92. 
During Open Agenda, Ch_ris 
o'yer'9-2, prpposa1 ror _"a •·tuition 
mystery ral1Y''.to b_e held on Fel>. 28 
at 12:05. · · · 
__ .,, 
Centennial reaches out over the- airwaves 
Someofthesignificantmoments 
in the history of Ithaca College are 
being recalled throughout the year 
in a series of "Centennial Minutes." 
The60-secondradio spots airing 
on local stations, chronicle the 
institution's path from conservatory 
of music to college over the past 
I 00 years. 
The spots, to be aired through-
out 1992 on stations WTKO-AM, 
WHCU-AM, WICB-FM,and VIC-
AM/FM, have been produced as 
part of the I C's centennial celebra-
tion. 
- Many of them note the particu-
-larly close ties between IC and the 
community. 
Among the "Centennial Min-
utes" are recollections of thel951 
Mid-Century Convocation and the 
first commencement in 1897. 
Also featured in the "Minutes" 
are President Leonard Job's sur-
veying the site of the future South 
Hill campus, the choir's first per-
formance of Verdi's Requiem and 
the 1987 national football champi-
onship. 
They were selected to com-
memorate significant firsts as well 
as to uncover the stray details of 
Ithaca's history. 
Harold -"Bud" Ganity '68, 
president of Ithaca-based Garrity 
Communications and a member of 
the college's board of trustees, was 
instrumental in the production of 
the spots and in coordinating the 
sale of radio time to local sponsors. 
The narrative for each "Centen-
nial Minute" was produced in 
Garrity's local studio, featuring the 
voices of John Ogden, emeritus 
professor of English and Susannah 
Berryman, associate professor of 
theater arts. 
Sheree Galpert, an instructor in 
theater arts, recorded the introduc-
tion and conclusion. 
The audio ingredients were as-
sembled by Chris Wheatley, man-
ager or' IC radio operations, and 
Peter Rothbart, assistant professor 
of music. 
In addition to composing and 
performing the music background 
for the spots, Rothbart used the 
equipment in his electronic studio 
to put together the final product. 
"This was an interesting project 
to work on because, for one thing 
the historical anecdotes made it fun. 
The entire projectallows the College 
to continue its longstanding asso-
ciation with the community 
throughout the ·centennial. And 
we've gotten some alumni spon-
sors for it. so I think it's a nice 
combination of circumstances." 
Garrity said 
The list of sponsors involved so 
far includes his own Garrity Com-
munications; Ithaca attorney 
George Patte '67; Beverly Baker 
'54, of Baker Travel; HOLT Ar-
chitects; the Tompkins County Trust 
Company; and Morse Chain Sys-
tems, BorgWarner Automotive 
Division. 
IC receives award for work with disabled 
By Avi Schaeffer 
Ithaca College has been actively 
hiring disabled workers long be-
fore it became law. Now, they have 
received an award for their efforts. 
IC President James J. Whalen 
accepted the 1991 Business Rec-
ognition Award from the New York 
State Association of Rehabilitation 
Facilities on Feb. 17. 
Challenge Industries, an Ithaca 
based fmn, is the contractor that 
hires disabled workers and places 
them in positions in IC's dining 
services and janitorial services. 
"It is a prestigious, important 
award given only to selected, 
AIDS----
continued from page 1 
Jumps on the left side of his neck. 
He underwent four weeks of cancer 
testing, with no conclusive results. 
Remembering his past experi-
ences. he asked for another HIV 
test. This time he tested positive for 
the virus. "I was scared. I didn't 
know what to do," Cornwell said. 
"I stared at myself in the mirror for · 
two days. I couldn't believe iL" 
After returning to school, 
Cornwell said his friends and teach-
ers were supportive, but the admin-
istration hid the fact that he was 
HIV-positive. "They didn't want 
me to tell anyone, not even my 
friends," Cornwell said. "I was 
written up four times for talking 
about it." 
Although his friends have been 
supportive, Cornwell doesn't think 
he has made a big enough impact on 
them."Thekids from school go out. 
drink and have unprotected sex out 
of boredom. My best friend, who's 
my age, already has two kids," 
Cornwell said. 
He is currently being tutored at 
home because his fatigue caused 
him to fall behind. He intends to 
return in March."l've been told that 
I might not be allowed back in. But 
I'll make them take me back. I'll 
take them to court," Cornwell said. 
H he did, it wouldn't be the first 
time Cornwell would be involved 
in a court case. He took his cousin 
to court after he was molested. 
"My parents supported him dur-
ing the case," Cornwell said. "I was 
so sick of it all, I didn't even show 
up for the decision. I was told there 
was money waiting for me, some-
where. I still don't have iL" 
Cornwell plans on graduating 
from high school in June and at-
tending Coming Community Col-
lege, where he wantstostudyaimi-
nal justice. After that he's not sure 
what will happen. 
"It's very hard. I wanted to have 
a better family life for my family 
than the one my parents gave me. 
Now, there's no hope for that," 
Cornwell said. "I'll never have a 
girlfriend or kids. I would never let 
myself passitontosomeonellove." 
nominated businesses in New York 
State," Barbara Hungerford, direc-
tor of development and community 
relations, said. 
"IC was chosen for their consis-
tent use over the years of our ser-
vices and for taking a very pro-
active stance toward using the 
abilities of people that have dis-
abilities," Hungerford said. 
Hungerford estimated that IC has 
been hiring Challenge's disabled 
employees for over IO years. "We 
have a tremendously long history 
with the college," she said. 
Whalen said that IC was nomi-
nated becauseofIC' sstudents work 
"It is a prestigious, 
important award given 
only to selected, nomi-
nated businesses in New 
York State." 
-Barbara Hungerford, 
director of development 
and community relations 
for the company. 
Director of Food Services 
Howard McCullough said, "[The 
disabled employees] provide 
dishroom work for two meals of the 
day. We began using their services 
because we had difficulty in getting 
students to work during those hours 
because of scheduling problems." 
"As far as sanitation, they do a 
very nice job," McCullough said. 
McCullough said that the dis-
abled workers have their own su-
pervisors, provided by Challenge 
Industries. "But, mutual respect 
between the disabled employees and 
our other workers has developed." 
Two of the individuals who 
started in the program working part 
time in the dishroom have been 
hired on a full time basis by IC, 
according to McCullough. 
Although the disabled workers 
have been doing well at their jobs, 
if more stndents were available to 
work in the dining halls the need for 
Challenge's services could cease 
McCullough said. ' 
"[The ·workers'] biggest com-
petitor is the student workforce. 
However, [if we were to stop hiring 
disabled workers] it would not be 
because of a lack of quality," 
McCullough said. 
. In 1990, Congress passed the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. 
The act made it illegal to businesses 
to have discriminatory hiring prac-
tices on the basis of disability. The 
law took effect on Jan. 26. 
.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e 
• • Named #1 "BEST BREAKFAST IN ITHACA" 
1991 Readers Poll: Ithaca Times 
4li3RDST · Sf LOCATED ONRT.13 
AND n-IIRD Sf. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SAFE SEX 
* Are you sexually active? 
: Are you protected against unplanned 
• pregnancy and ~exually transmitted diseases {STD)? 
• 
• 
• Did you know that birth control, 
Over 30 Waffle Combinations Available 
More Than 20 Delicious Omelettes 
CHECK OUT OUR NEW DINNER MENU 
• HIV and STD screening -
: are availab,le at the J.C. Health Center and that these • 
• services are totally ·confidential?? • • 
• 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER 
277-0007 :z: . 0 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Please Call For More Information On 
Safe Sex 274-3177 
• 
•••••••••••••••• 
If you care, take the time to listen. 
, . Ar_e you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession? 
You II fmd 1t, and more, while learning to help people with speech 
language and hearing disorders. - ' 
. ~ston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers 
two ex~1tmg master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology 
or Aud1ology(theonlyoneofitskind in the Boston area). Both 
pro~m~ are accredited by the Ameri<'an SpeeC'h-Languagt•-Hearing 
Assoc1at1on. 
You'll have the <>pJ?ortunity_t~) gain prnctkal experience in _ 
o~r~n-camp1;1sspeech chmc. In add1tum, both programs indude n 
chmcal pract~~e m m~ny of Boston ·s. prest_igio!-ls medieal instil utions. ._l f 
Graduate assLStantsh1ps and other financial aid are available. U 
Call (617) 437-27(~8, or write Graduate Hchool, Boston-Bouve 
Boston-Bouve 
College 
Northeastern 
University 
College of Human Profes.-;1ons, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University 
Boston, MA 02115. Because some people's prohl<>ms arc> worth listening to'. An equal opportunity. affirmative 
a<·tion uni ,•ersity. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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COMEDVecoMEDVecoMEDVecoMEDVecoMEDYecoMEDYecoMEDYecoMEDYecoMED 
TONIGH.Te TONIGHTeTONIGHTe TONIGHT• TONIGHT• TONIGHT eTONIGHT 
PRESENTS: 
MELVIN GEORGE 
As seen on: 
Evening at the Improv 
Showtime 
Comedy Club Network 
Caroline's Comedy Club 
COFFEEHOUSE/PUB 
Tonight e 9 p.m. 
FREE!!! 
QUALITY COMEDY. AND MORE OF IT! 
--·-·-· EPYecoMEDVeC,OM~QY~EDYecoMEDVec()NIEDYecoMEDYecoMEDYecoMED 
You can become part of the Student Activities Board! 
The Student Activites Board is taking applications for the 1992-1993 school year. 
Applications may be picked up at the SAB office located on the third floor of campus 
center. All applications are due by Thursday March 5, 1992. Applications for 
Chairperson are DUE ON February 27, 1992. 
.. All positions are open: 
Chairperson • Treasurer • Secretary • Public Relations • Special Events 
Cabaret • Showcase • Weekend Programming • Humanities • Films • Speakers 
·- Travel • Performing Arts • Advertising 
SAB is the largest programming board on campus which provides diverse quality 
entertainment- and more of it! 
For further questions call the SAB office at 274-3383, or stop by! 
. ·,:.,.·:J,,r~,, ... , .. ,, 
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Nations try 
to save the 
environment 
. Tipsfor •.. ~ 
Planet . :' ,, · .. ,. 
Earth ... ···. ·: ,:: :: 
Using new·metbodS to te,ach 
languages more eff eCtively 
By Diane MacEacbern Q. What is the Earth Summit? 
Q. Are whales still considered an A. In June 1992, the United Na-
endangered species? Where can I tioi:is Conference on Environ-
go to watch them? ment and Development 
A. Several species of whales are (UNCED) will convene an in-
still endangered, including blue. · ternational meeting in Rio de 
bowhead, finback, grey, hump- Janeiro tocorisiderthefateofthe 
back, right and spenn whales. earth. This "Earth Summit" will 
The whales' enonnous stores try to resolve the most critical 
of blubbery fat were processed environmental problems of our 
into lamp oil. time. 
Their baleen, the comblike Thousands of citizen activ-
plates hanging from the top of · ists from around the world are 
their mouths that whales use to expected to attend the summit to 
trap and filter the marine organ- advance their own strategies for 
isms they feed on, was used for such profound global issues as 
corset stays, umbrella ribs and depletionoftheozonelayer,glo-
combs. bal climate change, maintaining 
Today, despite a moratorium the diversity of species, and 
on commercial whaling imposed sustainable development. 
By Elzio Barreto 
This year the modem languages 
department is implementing a new 
teaching method to improve stu-
dents' ability of speaking and un-
derstanding a foreign language. 
The method was developed at 
Dartmouth University and requires 
student involvement throughout the 
week; three times with the profes-
sor and twice with a teaching assis-
tant (TA}. 
Ithaca College faculty are trained 
at Dartmouth and then instruct the 
T As on the information they ac-
quired before school starts. 
Anthony Bascelli, professor of 
French and interim chairperson of 
the Modem Languages department, 
said that the method is a growing 
trend that was discussed. at the 
Northeast Conference, last April. 
He said it is too early to predict 
anything, but there is a noticeabl~ that bothers me is that it stops in 
difference in student perfonnance. Spanish one." · 
Professors meet with the T As According to Jed Dornburg, an 
once a weekto give them directions Ital~ TA, the drills "cut down the 
about drills and to discuss ways to bamers that scare people from talk-
make the drills more interesting for · ing." He said-the·srudents gain con- . 
the students. . fic'ence in their speaking abilities .; 
The drill sections, which occur because they become used to re-
twice a week with the TAs leading peatingan_dre~n~ingt(?theques-
student sections, are what sets this tions in the drills. · . 
model apart from normal classes. Fabiola Olivos, a TA for Span-
The T As use a heavily-scripted ish, str~ssed the importance of the 
notebook to induce student re- students being exposed to· the lan-
sponse, generating a great amount guage everyday. 
of oral practice. · · Olivos .tries to make the drills 
Students feel more comfortable more exciting by playing games 
speaking in the drills sections. Jodi such as charades and win, loose or 
Pagano '95, a Spanish student, said draw, and by showing soap operas. 
that "it is not like learning in class" Olivossaidthatitisagreatexpe-
because during the drills· she feels rience because the,students look up 
"more at ease." to the T As, they" develop a good 
Mitch Brie'93, another Spanish relationship and they have a good 
student, said that "the only thing time as the practice goes along. 
by the International Marine Despite years of preparatory 
Mammal Prot.cction Act of 1972, meetings and negotiations, the 
whales are still being killed in summit will not necessarily 
large numbers. proceed smoothly. A historical 
This time for the appetites of conflict exists between devel-
consumers in Japan, Norway, opingcountries--thepoorer,Iess-
Iceland and other countries, ap- technologically advanced na-
parently whale meat tastes like tions primarily of South 
steak. America, Africa and Asia--and· 
Ending the evolution debate 
Lecture series features creationist critic 
Whales are also threatened by their richer, resource-consuming 
oil spills, other forms of pollution, neighbors in North America and 
and the encroachment of devel- Europe, as well as Japan. 
An Ithaca College C.P. Snow 
Lecture Series presentation, "Evo-
lution Today: Facts, Theories, and 
Evidence," will be given Wednes-
day, Feb. 26, by Douglas J. 
Futuyma, a professor of ecology 
and evolution at the State Univer-
sity of New York at Stony Brook. · 
opment into their breeding and The developing countries 
feeding grounds. wish to see environmental, eco-
Whales can be found in every nomic and social issues inte-
ocean. In this country, you can grated, addressing solutions to 
see them off the coast of New climate change and deforesta-
England, along the entire Pacific tion, for example, in the context 
coast from Mexico to Alaska, of the international debt crisis. 
and around Hawaii. Diane MacEachern wrote the 
The lecture is will begin at 8:00 
p.m. in Textor 102. The talk is free 
and open to the public. The least obtrusive way to ob- best seller, "Save Our Planet: 
servewhalesisfromshoreduring 750 Everyday Ways You Futuyma, the author of two 
widely used books on evolutionary \ their annual migrations. Can Help Clean Up the Earth." 
Whalen----
Contino~ from page 1 
Whalen said the college needs to 
be as competitive as possible. Some 
schools have raised their tuition so 
high that they are now experiencing 
a drop in enrollment. 
~ .·-ij 
' SAM'SWINE&SPIRITS ·.-.·_.,_:· 
Open Mo!l -y\Ted until 9pm ' :··. 
· Thur - Sat until 10pm · 
• Foreign & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
•, Low-prices on a variety of liquors 
~ 126 S. Cayuga St. "next to The Ritz" 272-4784 
Whalen said the college is in a 
group with schools like Cornell, St 
Lawrence, Syracuse and American. 
When Whalen became president 17 
years ago, Ithaca was the third most ________ _:::::::~~':::?~-2~.:::::=:.::::::::::=:::::::_ ____ ~ 
expensivecollegeinagroupof25. ' Tfi fP QS'£'B'lJ']J I 
~~:~t0~:UI:n~!~~~s0~;i:~~ ~ ~ ... -~ 2 ~ ~staurant 
est cost for boa,-d out of !he 25. ~ It $1 99 B kf l S • I 
ing~;;sq~~:~;~:r:~~~~:~ FBI 1. C~eese om!,~~ Toa~~and Hf!~~: s: 
said that the last time he was there ~ 
henoticedthatalotoffundinggoes \ ... 2. Silver Dollar Pancakes 
into the upkeep oflibrary holdings. 3. Cereal, and Orange Juice 
"Faculty don't opt for books," he 
said, "they go to the periodicals." (All include Coffee) 
Whalen supports the residence Locatec{ in tfie Commor,_, • 2 72-5708 
hall programs, but he has no plans 
for them at this time. "The residence 
hallplan may not be the best in the 
world, but it sure has come a long 
way," Whalen said. "Residence 
balls should be more than nocturnal 
storage." 
He would like to see all of the 
Terrace residence halls renovated 
as soon as possible, although they 
have all been previously redone. 
He has considered suite room ar-
rangements, but questions of how 
many students per suite and what 
kind of effect it would have on the 
living environment arise. 
Security in the residence halls 
was also questioned by the RHA 
Assembly. The college.is consid-
ering24 hour locks on the residence 
halls. "'rote more security you can 
have, the better," Whalen said; · 
Randy Zagorin·'94, president of 
RHA, said, "It was a-great-0pj>or-
tunity for us to ask him questions. 
about issues that may concern us." 
The Annual 
Hillel Semi-Formal 
With Cornell 
Saturday Night, 
February 22nd 
9 p.m. -1 a.m. 
Terrace Dining Hall 
Tickets: $,8 · · _ 
G~.t. Jnenl t9.day,. tomorrow, 
or at the-·door! · 
theory, is a strong critic of creation-
ist arguments. 
"Evolution has, by now, the 
status of fact, he wrote in his book 
'Science on Trial,' It is one of the 
most important discoveries of sci-
ence, and one of the most profound 
concepts of Western thought; so it 
is a sad irony that, a century after 
Darwin's death, the creationist 
movement is stronger than ever." 
Futuyma is the author of numer-
ous articles in leading biological 
and ecological journals, and he has 
served as editorof"Evolution," the 
intemationaljournalofthe Society 
for the Study of Evolution. 
The C.P. Snow Lecture Series 
has been held at Ithaca College for 
the past 26 years. 
The series is named for the 
British scientist and novelist, who 
was perhaps best known for his 
writings on the gap between the 
"two cultures" of science and the 
humanities. 
. .•. COILEGE 
·~ .S'IlJDENTS ~~· MAJ~~?a1!: 
~:,. Professions ~ .... D,scoverachallenging, 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care, 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force health professional. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
COUECT 
(315) 455-7060 
-Ac) Somewhere-~ 
A Musical Exploration 
of Culture & Tradition. 
February 27, at 8 p.m. 
February 29, at 8 p.m. 
March 1, at 4 p.m. · 
.-_ Tickets: $3 
All perf ormarices in M~ller"Chqpe[ 
• • ' ' It •• ,,.. ~. • 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Bi-GALA weekly meeting, Cam- 2 p.m. Thursday, 
February 20 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 11 a.m. pus Center South Meeting Room, Centennial Cookbook Sales and 
Promotion Committee meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 3-
4 p.m. 
Room, 6p.m. 
Hillel musical review, Muller 
Chapel, 6 p.m. Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "How to Find a Job," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 1 p.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Academic Computing Services 
presents 1992 "Educational Tech-
nology Day,'! Campus Center 
Emerson Suites. 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Diversity Awareness Committee 
meeting, Campus Center Nonh 
Meeting Room. 10 a.m. 
Student recital, Ford Hall Audi-
tocium. 1 p.m. 
Student Affairs Rape Education 
Academic Policies Committee 
'meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 3 p.m. 
Committee meeting. Campus Cen- SAD Films presents "My Girl" 
ter North Meeting Room, 10 a.m. Textor 102, 6 and 9 p.m. 
AIDSWCH"kingGroupuainingses- Hillel Sbabbat service, Chapel 
sion, Campus Center North Meet- Sanctuary, 6 p.m. 
ingRoom.11:SOa.m.-1:lOp.m. Hillel Sbabbat dinner, Terrace 
InterfaitbReligiousCouncilmedi-
tation, Cbapel Sanctuary, noon 
School or Music recital, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, qoon 
AMA Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
noon 
Orientation Steering Committee 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 1:15 p.m. 
Dining Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
BootbroydHaU Councilsemi-for-
mal dance, Campus Center 
Emerson Suites, 8 p.m. 
Vocal jazz ememble, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Saturday, 
February 22 
Staff Council Governance meet- Communication Graduate Pro-
ing, Campus Center North Meeting gram meeting, Campus Center 
Nonh Meeting Room, 8 am. Room, 2:30 p.m. 
Student Affairs meeting and re- Junior flute recital by Colleen 
Countryman, Ford Hall Audito-
ception,Pub/Coffeehouse,2:30p.m. . 2 num. p.m. 
~lack History Month reception for 
Allan Counter, Pub/Coffeehouse, Senior recital by Rebecca Buzzell, 
Muller Chapel, 3 p.m. 3:4Sp.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
peer career counselor session, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
RQOID, 6 p.m. 
Junior voice recital by Tina 
Batchelder, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
4p.m. 
Schoo) of.Music presents recep-
tion for Rebecca BuzzeJ, Campus 
Lutheran Bible study group, Cam- Center Clark Lounge, 4 p.m. 
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
6:30 p.m. Student recital rehearsal, Muller 
• . Cam C Chapel, 4:30 p.m. Daysprmg meeung, pus en-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. Amani Singers/Kuumba perfor-
mance, Campus Center Emerson 
Suites, 7:30 p.m. Cayugan recruitment night, 7 p.m., in the yearbook office.Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). Speech Communication Read-
New staff members welcome. ers' Theatre performance, Main 
. . R d , Chapel, 8 p.m. Speech Commumcabon ea ers 
Theatre performance, Main Cayuga Chamber Orchestra, 
Chapel, 8 p.m. Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Roy H. Park School or Com~uni-
cationspresentsDr. Allen Counter 
of the Harvard Foundation on 
"North Pole Legacy:· Black, 
White, and Eskimo," Parle Audi-
torium, 8 p.m. 
American Choral Directors' con-
cert, Ford Hall Nabenhauer Room, 
9p.m. 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Developing the Image: Archival 
Photographs from Conservatory 
to College," Gannett Center (con-
tinuing exhibit) 
Roy H. Park School of Commu-
nications Photography Gallery 
presents "Photographs," by Dean 
LaPrairie (continuing exhibit) 
Friday, 
February 21 
Last day to withdraw with a "W" in 
Block I courses 
Campus Life Committee meeting, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room,8a.m. 
Counseling Center AIDS Work-
ing Group meeting, campus Cen-
ter DeMoue Room, l 1 a.m. 
Summer Pla~ning Commi,tee 
Hillel semi-formal, Terrace Din-
ing Hall, 10 p.m. 
Sunday, 
February 23 
"Flow: Optimal Experience in 
Life and Work," by Anthony 
Wiggins, President of Corporate 
Productions, Inc., Campus Center 
North Meeting Room, 9:30 a.m. 
Catholic Community mass, 
Chapel, 10:15 a.m., 1 and 9 p.m. 
Protestant Community service, 
Chapel Sanctuary, 11 :30 a.m. 
Hillel Board meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, noon 
Senior violin recital by Rachel 
Lauber, Ford Hall Nabenhauer 
Room, 1 p.m. 
SAB Films presents "My Girl," 
Textor 102, 2 p.m. 
IC Catholic Community .Chris-
tian band rehearsal, Muller Chapel 
Phillips Room, 2 p.m. 
Faculty piano recital by Leslie 
Jones,Ford Hall Auitorium, 3p.m. 
SAB Films presents "Thelma and 
Louise," Textor 102, 6 and 9 p.m. 
Discussion to follow. 
NSSLHA meeting, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Graduate lecture and cello recital 
by Michael Carrera, Ford Hall 
Na~nhauer Room, 7 p.m. 
Campus Center and Special 
Events AV meeting, Campus Cen-
Campus Center Executive StatT ter Room 110, 6:30 p.m. 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room, 3:30 p.m. 
IC Republicans weekly meeting, Who's Who reception, Campus 
Friends 203, 8 p.m. Center Clark Lounge, 4:30-6:30 
Graduate percussion recital by p.m. 
Thomas Killian, Ford Hall Audi- H & S Curriculum Committee 
la'ium, 8:15 p.m meeting, Campus Center Confer-
Junior piano recital by Kathleen 
Denny, Ford Hall Nabenhauer 
Room,9 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon weekly meeting, 
Terrace 12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
February 24 
Residential 'Life departmental 
meetings, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, 1 p.m. 
ence Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Hillel musical revue, Muller Chapel, 
6p.m. 
Campus Center Man.agers' meet-
ing,CampusCenterDeMoneRoom, 
6 p.m. 
Students Against Violence 
Against Women meeting, Friends 
101,6p.m. 
John M. Brown, Jr., Ed. D., pre-
sents "Coping with Exams," a 
stress workshop, Campus Center 
Clark Lounge, 7 p.m. 
Women Direct Film Series pre-
sents "Older Women" with 
Beatrice Macl.ec>d. Park School 
Auditorium, 7 p.m. 
Overeaten Anonymous support 
group meeting, Muller Chapel ~ 
Phillips Room, 7 p.m. i 
ALS Latin Week meeting, Cam- i 
pus Center Clark Lounge, 7 p.m. 1 
Kappa Gamma Psi infonnation 
session, Terrace 12ALounge, 7p.m. 
Residential Hall Association meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,8p.m. 
MullerChapelTbeatreGroupre-
hearsalforspringmusical,Pub/Cof-
feehouse, 8-10 p.m. 
Student Activities Board speaker, 
Campus Center Emerson Suites, 8 
p.~. History Club meeting, Campus 
Center DeMotte Room, 4 p.m. 
International Programs freshmen 
information session on London 
Center/Ice cream social, Campus 
Center Clark Lounge, 5-7 p.m. 
Ithaca College Biblical Viewpoint 
Bible study group, Friends 103, 7 Delta Phi Zeta invitational rush 
p.m. party, Terrace 1 Lounge, 8 p.m. 
Hillel musical revue, Muller 
Chapel, 6 p.m. 
The Diversity Peer Educators on 
prejudice and oppression, Ter-
race 8A, 1st floor Lounge, 7 p.m. 
Call Vicky Welch at 256-9637 for 
information 
Students for an Inter-Racial Dia-
logue(SAID) meeting, Textor 102, 
7p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ meet-
ing, Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 7p.m. 
Community Service Network 
meeting,CampusCenterRoom 110, 
7p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity meeting, 
Campus Center DeMoue Room, 7 
p.m. 
A.LS Black History Montb meet-
ing, Campus Center Clark Lounge, 
8p.m. 
S. O. A. R. organizational meet- Minority Affairs videoanddiscus· 
ing, Williams 202, 7 p.m. sion, Campus Center South Meet-
Student Government Executive ing Room, 8 p.m. 
Board meeting, Campus Center Sign Language Club meeting, 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Parish Council meeting, Chapel Muller Chapel Theatre Group re-
Laub Room, 8 p.m. hearsal,Pub/Coffeehouse, 8-lOp.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental Symphonic bandandchorus, Ford 
Society meeting, Campus Center Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
North Meeting Room, 8 p.m. Student Government Association 
Bureau of Concerts meeting, Congress meeting, Campus Center 
Campus CenterDeMotte Room,8 North Meeting Room, 8:15 p.m. 
p.m. 
Contemporary chamber en-
semble,FordHall Auditoriupt, 8: 15 
p.m. 
Tuesday, 
February 25 
Student Affairs Directors' meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meet-
ing Room, 9 am. 
Residential Life Staff Input 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
DeMotte Room, noon 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "Resume Writing," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room.noon 
History Club meeting, Friends 
303, 12:05 p.m. 
Biblical Viewpoint bible study 
group, Friends '21)7, 12:10 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
February 26 
Greek Life meeting, Campus Cen-
ter Conference Room, 8 a.m. 
Admissions Staff meeting, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
8:45 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "Successful Interview-
ing," Campus Center South Meet-
ing Room, 10 a.m. 
Campus Center and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 10 a.m. 
Professional Development Com-
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room. noon 
Campus Center and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
North Meeting Room, 3 p.m. 
SAB Executive Board meeting, Counseling workshop "The Time 
Campus Center North Meeting or Your Life," Counseling Center 
Room, 12:15 p.m. Group Room~ 4 p.m. 
Black History Month meeting, AlcoholandDrugEducationsemi-
CampusCenterConferenceRobm, nar, Campus Center South Meeting 
Health Management As.sociation 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, 8: 15 p.m. 
Guest lecture by composer Karel 
Husa, Ford Hall Nabenhauer Room, 
8:15 p.m. 
Lifeline guest speaker Suzi 
Dewing, Campus Center Clark 
·Lounge, 8:15 p.m. 
IC Republicans weekly meeting, 
Friends 203, 8:30 p.m. 
Tompkins County Alliance for 
Peace in the Middle East meets 
Wednesdays at the Presbyterian 
Church. Formoreinfonnation,con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
Recruiting 
Announcements 
Contact the Office of Career Planning 
and Placement for more infor:mation 
about these items. The office is located 
in the Gannett Center, phone274-3365. 
Feb. 20: 
On-Campus interviews: 
Wallace Computer Services for 
sales representatives 
Mandatory presentations: 
Chubb & Sons, Inc., Gannett 
I 11, 7-9 p.m. 
Feb. 21: 
On-Campus interviews: 
Chubb & Sons, Inc. for under-
writers 
Resumes due: 
Allstate for management train-
ees in NY Metro area; all majors 
General Electric for various po-
sitions nationwide; all majors 
Lipton for sales representatives 
in NY Metro and New Jersey 
areas;ali majors w/salesexperience 
New York Life Insurance Co. 
for financial advisors in Boston; all 
majors 
Feb. 24: 
On-Campus interviews: 
New York Life for sales repre-
sentatives 
Mandatory group presentations: 
New York Public Interest Re-
searcbGroup(NYPIRG),Gmmeu 
Center. 1·9 p.m. 
Sign-Ups for presentations: 
Walt Dimey.for inaemships 
10. THE ITHACAN.· · -
Where's the 
student .vote ? 
'. ~e Rev. Jesse Jackson's mini-voter .registration drive at Cornell's 
Bailey Hall on Feb. 11 preseAted vividly-the problem of low voter 
turnout in the United States •. where only 50.1 percent of the voting:-age 
population cast ballots in the J988 general Presidential elec~on. ~ 
That problem is even greater among the U.S.'s college-aged popula-
tion. Less than half of 18-24 year Qlds were registered to vote in 1988, 
and approximately 35 percent actually went to the polls that year, 
according to a u.s: Bureau of the Ce.n~us report. 
And when almost half of the 2,000-~ember audience rose after 
Jackson asked who was not registered to vote, the lack of participation · 
by America's younger potential voters hit strikingly close to home. · 
The percentages, which are the lowest among the various age . 
groups listed in the report, should be a stanling realization for a group 
that is so often referred to as the fubll'e "leaders of America." 
Those percentages may also be one of the reasons why the fede~~ll 
government has been cutting back its inv~tments !n ~igher educabon. 
Simply put, America's younger generabon -- with its supposedly 
refreshing idealism and youthful energy--isn't working ~earl~ as hard 
as it should be to ensure that worthwhile progress occurs ID this -
country. Such progress happens, in part, through the.votin~ _Process, 
where new thinkezs --although few and far between ID polibcs these 
days •• seek election to offices where they will hopefully improve 
society. . 
College students do face certain difficulties -- specifically, bemg 
away from home when th.e elections occur - in the yoting proc<:58. But 
students can registe.r anytune they are home (or have a reg1sttauon 
form mailed), and then vote via absentee balloL Or, as long as he or she 
is not registered elsewhere, a student can register to vote in Tompkins 
COIDlty. 
The deadline to register for New York State's April 7 Presidential 
primaries is March 13. 
And Tuesday's New Hampshire primal)' revealed at least one thing: 
each and every vote, even for the Republicans, still counts heavily. The 
candidates (including George Bush) know it, and hopefully students --
here and elsewhere -- will figure it out soon. 
Getting to know 
tho,se other s.tudents 
Signs have billed an upcoming meeting concerning interracial 
relations on campus as "not your average evenL" 
There has been a need for such discussion on this campus for a long 
time now. Perhaps the event. which is scheduled for,Monday, Feb. 24 
at 8 p.m. in iextor 102, will stir healthy and meaningful dialogue about 
the diverse experiences of African, Latin, Native and Asian Americans 
on campus. 
Hopefully, it will also help explain the reasons for a certain uneasi-
ness that seems to exist between white swdents and students of color 
on this campus. 
The only way any of this might happen, however, is if people show 
up. 
JayTokasz 
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I LETTERS 
What the Tyson verdict really means 
To the editor: would make you feel" if your idol saddayforthesportsworld."ltwas 
The sports column written by was sent to jail. a sad day for Tyson's victim, when 
Scott Ma~thews and Willie The concern should not be on he raped her. We should be more 
Rubenstein thatappearedin the Feb. the mere fact that Tyson will go to concerned and saddened by that, 
13Ithacansimplyastoundsmewith prison, but on the fact that he de- andnotbyTyson'sshatteredceleb-
its skewed vision of the impact of serves to go there. ·His conviction is rity. 
therapedmvictionofl'vfike'Tyson. not some tum ·of chance:.he hurt - · If :the_ authors meant' anything 
Tysonhasbeenfoundguiltyina another human being, was· tried other than what·they wrote, they 
court of law. The slant of the col- before a jury and judgement was should clarify themselves. Other-
wnn, with its concern that athletes passed. The concern should be in wise, their words explicitly call for 
should " .. .at least meet the mini - telling his young fans that what sympathy for Tyson and buff er the 
mum [sic] requirements ... " of so- Tysondidwaswrong,andnotbuild true meaning of his crime. In this 
cial standards, confounds me. sympathyfortheman by reminding day and age of victim blaming and 
We are told that a man has been peoplethathewasoncearolemodel, confusion over the issue, that is an 
convicted of a violent crime and all a paragon for youth. outrageous and offensive shame. 
The Ithacan writers can 'seem to Matthews and Rubenstein also Mary Chuhran 
concern themselves with is "how it wrote that the verdict marked" ... a Planned Studies '93 
·I 
In ~efense of Valentine's Day love 
To the editor: almost every facet of our lives, or girlfriend. It is a day set aside 
In my three and a half years at whether it be on television, in the when people go out of their way to 
Ithaca College, I have read more newspapers, or here on campus. say "I love you" to parents, sib-
~ my share o~ controversial ar- We do not need to send "little lings, and friends. 
llclesandlettersm The_Ithacan, but black hate cards" - instead we I'm sure that there are those 
I ~ave nev~r ~n compelled to havemurders,rapesandbrutalbeat- who think ·that I should lighten up 
wnte an ~ditonal response. Until ings. There is nothing funny about and look at the lighter, humorous 
now, th~t JS. the thought of livers rotting due to side of the article. 
Put s1m.~ly, I ID?, app~led by the the needless over-indulgence of al- I do not doubt that there are 
so-called ~~mor section of the cohol by our generation. plenty of people that are not happy 
Feb., 13 ed1bon of !h~ Ithacan. I I find it difficult to believe that· with the current status of their ro-
read ::niest Yalenune sDaymas- The Ithacan would run an article manticinvolvementHowever, 365 
sacre many tunes to try to grasp at that seemingly condones anf) pro- days of the year are spent dealing 
exactly what was supposed to be motes ~a~ while !here are count- with· the consequences of intoler-
humorous. . less mmenty and diversity organi- ance and hatred. It is far from un-
Of co~e I realize that the h.u- za~ons on campus that are strug- reasonable to set aside one day to 
mor was 1~tended to be sarcasuc, glmg to get their voices heard. celebrate perhaps the best emotion 
butsomethmg was wrong. Thesar- Love is not a "flimsy emotion" of all. Let's hear it forlove. 
casm "':as ther~, the humor was not that should be thrown by the way- Amy Kenter 
There is n~tbmg humorous abo~t side. Valentine's Day is not just Administration of Health 
hate. Hate 1s present every clay m about celebrating with a boyfriend Services '92 
Pres.ident says he plans to stay a wh.ile longer 
To the editor: · B?ard of Trustees were dissatisfied IC is tentative.That is not the case. 
The Feb. 13 edition of The with. my perfonnance, I would not The board has asked me to remain, 
Ithacancontainedanarticleinwhich contmue as president of the col- andaslong~theyarepleased"':ith 
I was extensively quoted on issues lege. . the progress the College is m~ng 
relating to presidential succession Wuh respect to that last point, it _ and as long as I feel I~ domg 
and my plans to continue serving as w~s most unfon~nate that I was a. goodjob ~ I plan to do just that 
president oflthaca College. ~1squot~d. I said I would. find There is. much to _be accom-
ln thecourseof myconversation someth 1 " d · · d I 
with the reporter; I made- several . mg e se to o if the .board plished_·j!)_ the_C(?flling y~, an 
at ~Y bme thought. I should move l~k_ forward to mycontin\U~~ work 
key points: _I have no plans to retire; on. In fact, I can thmk of 00 other _ with the faculty, $taff, ~d stud~nts 
the f acuity has a right to and should place I would rather be than at Ithaca . in our efforts to a~vance th~ insutu-
participate in presidential searches; College; my 17 years here will at- lion. · · 
the Board of Trustees has the re- test to that. 
sponsibility for hiring and firing ·a Several commems attributed to 
president; and if Ithaca College's me suggested that my plan to stay at 
_ James. J~ Whalen 
_ Pr~id~nt; Itha~ College 
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. .. . . .. · · . . - PRESJDENT. · 
-AND- NOW JHE 
::_:.us:s~. IS ·GON£ . . 
; -~ 
••.••• •"! .... 
_AND AVSSIA J./AS 
~N ELECTED 
PRESIDENT. 
·students cari help _conimihee_plan 
To)he editor: · · - ,. , . . · so by presenting the report as a 
. Many people ~ve been f~llow- working document· and asking lhe 
ing-Thelthacansenesregardingthe· community. as a whole for their 
initial report· by~ the All-College · input on the initial: work: 
S~at~gic_·P:lanning Cof!1mit~ee. The student community has an 
These -8;111cfes h~v,e provuled · un- opportunity to add input into the 
portant mfm.n!~lion abo~t the·con!" p~njng as well. On_Sunday, Feb. 
~ts o~ the ~~ual !eport. ·_ _ . ~3 (7 p.m., Park Auditorium),' the · 
,:o_others.pe~ps~theSttate$}C. co~mittee will present a multi-
Planning Comnuttee 1S an()ther ad- media presentation on the initial 
ministrativeideo!ogu~~~not r~rt to .Student Congress •. This 
cone~ th(? typ~cal mdi~dual at special session of ~ongress is an 
IC. -However,_ tlus committee and opportunity for students IQ listen 
'itsreportco~~manyindi!f'e!~rit p~cipate and give input into th~ 
ways. The ~ecnons and pnonttes. direction and priorities of Ithaca 
of the institution are being dis- College. 
cussed.Muchof~isdiscussionwill As a fellow student, I urge you, 
be formulated as goals for the- fu- as someone who has invested in 
ture. Furthennore, these directions Ithaca <;ollege, · to take interest in 
focus ~und ~veryone having a this issue. If you have qu~tions or 
vested mterest m the college. comments, don't hesitate to speak .. 
The committee was fonned to toyourStudentCongressrepresen-
evaluatelthacaCollegeandrecom- tatives or call the Student Govern-
mend directions and priorities for ment office at 274-33 77. 
the near future. Its first step..!- the 
initial report ...:..,. attempts to fulfill 
the q:>mmitment toward recom-
mendation. Th~committeehasdone 
PeteLepsch 
Student Body President 
Psychology '92 
Special housing not a good idea 
To the editor: segmenting housing according to 
A recent article in The Ithacan majors. Any issue worthy of debate 
indicated that the college's Strate- crosses more than one area of aca-
gic Planning Committee is cur- demicinteresLAdiscussionofabor-
rently exploring the possibility of tion, for example, would be much 
creating · academically-related more interesting if students major-
housing on campus. ing i~ sociology, political science, 
While I'm sure the committee's biology, philosophy and. religion 
i~~tions are good, I think there could participate and bring with 
area few points the committee needs them the div~rse viewpoints of their 
to consider. . Students in the same respective disciplines. If such a dis-
major attend classes together,study cussi~n w~~e held solely between 
.~$Id workon projects together and students·.of the same major,.there 
participate in co-curriculars to- would be a severe decrease in the 
gether. In short, there are plenty of number of aspects of the topic that 
opponunities for students to inter- co~ld be explored. 
act with others in their academic While academically-related 
discipline. housing probably provid~ some 
A residence hall, on the other genuinebenefits,Idon'tthinkthose 
hand, is one of $e few places where benefits outweigh the drawbacks. 
students in different academic pro- College is a time where students 
grams can meet. Since most ·stu- should be experiencing a diversity 
dents build their social networks ofpersonsandviewpoints.Students 
out of students they know from arealreadycutofffromoneanother 
their majors and residence halls, through the demands made on them 
academically-related housing by their academic programs. They 
would limit the depth and diversity should.n 't be further divided by be-
of a student's social circle. , -ing segmented in their housing. 
Although the committee feels I ask that the committee give 
TMEN I WOVLD 
f<Now WM~T TO Do! 
Students respond to WICB story 
Manager outlines reasons for station changes 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
article "92 WICB Changes Format 
For New Season," in the Feb. 13 
issue of The Ithacan. After twice 
speaking with Liz Gartner about 
the details ot WICB's scheduling 
changes, I was surprised to find 
several i~ccurate statements within 
the article. 
First, 92 WICB did.not undergo 
a format change, as the article and 
hea~line suggest. The station un-
de~ent ai:esuucturing of the pro-
gram schedule. A format change 
implies that the station switched 
from playing one style of music, 
such as Top 40, to a completely 
different genre of music, such as 
Classic Rock, and then plays that 
one genre of music 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. 92 WICB airs 
several genres of music, more than 
any other station in the listening 
area. The scheduling of the shows 
was changed, not the fonnat. 
Second, the station did not un-
dergo the scheduling change to "re- - not Lite 97 - focus almost en-
inforce our own opinion" as Scott tirely on classic rock. Lite 97, an 
Wells was quoted. The staff finnly a«;lult contemporary station, is-prac-
believes that this station is not our. tically on the opposite side of the 
station. Rather, we think that the air program continuum from classic 
waves belong to the public. As stu- rock. 
dents we are in Central New York Despitetheseerrors,Iwouldlike 
for a limited time, whereas a large to thank The Ithacan for its cover-
percentage of our listeners are per- age and add that, while many of our 
manent Central New York resi- regular ja2.Z listeners were initially 
dents. Our main responsil;>ility as surprised by the reduction of· jazz 
programmersistoservetheirneeds, hours, many understand our rea-
not our own. To act_ any 9,t\er w_ay_ :. s~ns ~dagr~lh_c1t':he~.wQu\.dta.fuet 
would be irresponsi6Je. '· · - · - listen· to a shoner •. hign~ quaHty 
. Third, wereducedjazzprograrn- shift 
ming by two hours, not necessarily Th~ first calls we received, and 
because students "were more inter- many of the subsequenfoaJJs, have 
ested in doing modem rock and not been in favoroftheprogramchange. 
many wanted to do jazz;" that We feel that the program resched-
change occurredbecauseittakes an uling was long overdue and now 
extensive background in musical better reflects the growtb of the 
history-perhaps more so than for modern rock format and the ever-
any other musical genre - to pro- evolving tastes of our listening au-
duce a well-crafted jazz shift dience. 
Fourth, we decided to reduce the 
hours of "Classic Rock Sunday" Theresa Herron '92 
largely because Q-104 and WVBR Station Manager 92-WICB 
Questioning 1c· radio's 'innovation' 
To the editor: parallels any commercial station, catering to his or her individual 
academically-related housing great consideration to all sides of 
wouldincrease"intellectualdebates this proposal before it is imple-
In the Feb. 13 Ithacan Chris which WICB supposedly is not - musical taste. But it is aesthetically 
Wheatley, manager of radio opera- at least not economically. dangerous and limiting to assume 
lions, said that although he finds Both the programmers and the thatanaudiencecannothandlewide 
Georgene Smith nothing wrong with diversification, listening audience must accept that diversification. Play what you want, 
TV-R '92 hedoesnotwantthelisteningaudi- one cannot be familiar with all for- but don't try to protect the ears of 
on philosophical issues," I would mented. · 
argue that the quality of such de-
bates would actually be lessened by 
ence of 92-WICB to be confused. mats in a college station. If one is lhe audience from unfamiliarity they 
DI.rector clar1·fies I'm asking the executive deci- not confused every time they tune mightnotimmediatelyunderstand. sion makers ifit is their own confu- in to college radio, something is True radio innovation encour-
• d d sion about "modem rock" that is wrong. Surely, consistency makes ages active listening, not the mind-h I ghll• ghte quote an being heard by the audience. I'm any station easier to operate and lesshearingthatischaracteristicof 
. · also asking people at WICB: what regulate, but qne must then chal- commercial radio. We are all hit 
I • ffj happened to the spirit of college Jenge why WICB-fluffs their own hard with enough corporate-type exp aIDS new O I Ce - radio, and do their own opinions feathers with the 1abe1 of "innova- media signals and structure every-
To the editor: 
· Although I applaud the renewed 
efforts of The Ithacan to increase 
coverage of news relevant to the 
diverse communities on the cam-
pus. I must comment on my high-
lighted quote in the Feb. 13th ar-
ticle entitled "Office of Minority 
Affairs begins oiganization pro-
cess ... 
The primary goals of the town 
meeting repon.ed on were to hear 
what students of color felt'were the 
needs wbich the Office of Minority 
Affairs must-h~Jp:addres.9 and to 
share infonnation on various struc-
tuial ~d philqsophical aspects rel-
evant to implementing offices such 
as this one on different campuses. 
One of lhe many recommenda-
tions 'ft(jm·· die President's Task 
Force ·on 1he Minority Experience, 
about "modern rock" justify their tive." day. Why continue the blows to our 
which helped frame this new of- bridge to a commercial radio atti- What grounds are now being integrity with intense college radio 
flee, involves working coopei'a- tude'? broken at WICB, and what innova- structure and infonnation bytes by 
lively with relevant units-such as Apparently, the mastenninds be- tiveideas are being executively sup- corporate figures like Dave Kendall 
the Office of Admissions and the hind WICB strive for the ultimate ported'? Certainly the best shows {MTV)'?Nobodylikeshimanyway. 
EOP Office- to address the con- goal of satisfying the college currently are the shows that fought 
cem ov~r the predicted d~l~e in community's "interests and abili- the hardest for time and respect, 
the appb~t pool from WI~m lhe ties" in music programming. Abili- while the bulk of the fonnat re-
community of color, a decline th~ ties'? Sounds like just another com- mains the same. 
colleges· across the country will · municationsmarketing scheme that Nobody is asking for a personal 
Blake Lehmann 
TV/R '93 
probably face until about 1994. 
in :!·=~1:asth~i:.tx;:~ Pregnancy Center thanks IC students 
sponse of the ·college to a possible To the editor: devoted to helping women in crisis to all of you who sacrificed for us, 
difficulty in attracting a diverse On behalf of the staff and board pregnancy situations to recognize allowing us to more effectively 
enough pool of students. The ulti- members of the Ithaca Pregnancy and adopt non-abortive Biblical serve women in need. 
mate goal oflhe Office of Mino~ty Center. I.would like to express our solutions to pr_oblerns relating to Also, a ¢ial thanks to the stu-
Affairs is to foster further apprecia- sincere gratitude to the many Ithaca their pregnancies. dents at "Lifeline, "the Ithaca Col-
tion of the culturally diverse. com- College studen~ who. -sacrificed Located.at Center. Ithaca on the lege ,pro-life sllldeni" group, who 
munities which define our world. meals lastf.all in order to benefit our Ithaca Commons, we have been organized and promoled this fund-
Irma AlmiralJ .. Padamsee organization. A total of 793 meals serving women at Ithaca College, raiser on our behalf. 
Director, were given up, raising $1293.25. - Cornell and in the greater. Ithaca . John A. Hummel 
Office of Minority Affairs The Ithaca Pregnancy Center is area since 1988. Again·. Qur thanks Ithaca Pregnancy Center 
.. -l..------------·------....... -·-----·~ ... __ ..,.,_ ... _ ...... '·'---·---- ....... 1 
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Dedicated to children: Two student organizations join forces to help support Ithaca's kids 
By Cindy Rouch "The dancing, singing, poetry and things influence at least of Black and Latin. Anyone the fact that people get up on stage and show 
Rappers, dancers, singers and poets will likethatallmakeupthecultureofBlackand can do it though, not only Black and Latin. their talents and how creative they are," 
all try to answer the question "what is art?" Latin descent," Smith said. It's just an appreciation of the arts," Smith CynthiaCarattini,secretaryofKuumba,said. 
when~ take center stage in· A Dedication Theideaforthecelebration stemmed from said. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. this Saturday 
to the · acollageofideas.Allthreesponsoringgroups Thethreegroupsstartedplanningtheshow in the Emerson Suites. People can sign up 
The celebration is sponsored by the collaborated on the programming with the before Christmas break. and expect to have their acts as late as 7 p.m. the night of the 
Southside Community Center oflthaca and concept deriving mostly from the Amani childrenbetweentheagesofsevento 17from show. There's no time limit on the acts and 
thetwoICorganizations,KuumbaRepenory Singers. Greater Ithaca-Activities Center, an organi- you can do "whatever you consider art," 
Theatre and the Amani singers. Smith said the two IC groups became zation for children, and SCC participating in according to Smith. 
According to Tia Smith, chairperson of involved with Southside to "give a little back the show. "It should be a very successful show be-
Kuumba, donations of $2 or more will be tothecommunity"andtosparksomeinterac- Studentsinterestedinperformingcanstill cause we're going to have the community 
accepted at the event. The proceeds will be tionbetweenICstudentsandthecommunity. sign up at the African-Latino Society board involved," Smith said, "We're just trying to 
given totheSouthsideCommunityCenterof "The community down there consists of in the union. Unlike a regular talent show, getpeopletoexpressthemselvesthrough the 
Ithaca (SCC) to help them develop commu~ many cultures like on the IC campus and we prizes will not be awarded. arts, have a good time and raise money for the 
nityprograms. wanted to pool them aside and have the "It'snotbasedonwhodoesbetter.It'sjust kidsdowninthecommunity." 
Noted conductor to revitalize the classics 
By Liz Gartner 
,thaca College will play host to 
the Cayuga Chamber Orchestra on 
Sarurday, Feb. 22. Handling the 
baton for this concert will be guest 
conductor Richard Hoenich, assis-
tant conductor of the Montreal Sym-
phony Orchestra (MSO). _ 
Another added feature in the 
orchestra's performance will be the 
appearance of violinist Andres 
Cardenes, top American prize win-
ner in the 1982 Tchaikovsky Inter-
national Violin Competition. 
Hoenich made his professional 
conducting debut in 1985 when he 
appeared with the MSO. In January 
1989 he was asked by MSO's mu-
sic director, Charles Dutoit, to be-
come associate conductor. 
Since that time, Hoenich has kept 
a busy schedule of guest conduct-
ing in both Canada and abroad. 
The orchestra also will accom-
pany the internationally acclaimed 
Cardenes in this concery. Carden es, 
a Cuban-born American violinist, 
has been recognized by many as a 
fine artist since he took home the 
top American prize in 1982 from 
the Tchaikovsky International Vio-
lin Competition held in Moscow. 
He has appeared as soloist with 
over 60 orchestras across the world 
and currently is the concenmaster 
for the Pittsburgh Symphony. 
Cardenes will perform 
Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto in 
E Minor. The concerto is among 
Mendelssohn's most widely known 
and appreciated works. 
In addition to the violin con-
cerio, the orchestra will perform 
AlbertRoussel'sThespider'sfeasL 
This work is a ballet that centers on 
tritones and fourths in syncopation. 
It portrays the capture of a butterfly 
by a spider and the spider's even-
tual fall. 
Richard Hoenich will also con-
duct the orchestra in Franz 
Schuben's Symphony No. 3. 
This Saturday's concen of the 
Cayuga Chamber Orchestra is be-
ing sponsored by Borg-Warner 
Automotive along with the public 
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Brain power. · 
Now available 
mthe 
entp~-- • 
Here's a WJ.Y to learn fusterand work 
smarter without putting a lot of cash down. 
It's called the Apple Computer Lam. 
Right now, qualifying students, parents 
oorrowing on behalf of students, and fuculty 
and staff members with an armual income 
ofat least $15,(XX), cm purchase an Apple" 
Macintosh .. computer system using a special 
financing pla11 set up just for you. 
Apply to borrow from $1,500 to $10,(XX) for 
a Macintosh computer, other Apple produas-
induding the Appleumt extended seIVice· 
plan, and up to three software packages. 
If you're a student, you'll be able to defer 
principal payments for up to 48 months 
while in school, making interest-only payments 
until 30 days after you graduate or leave school. 
Interest rates are surprisingly low, and you can 
take up to eight years to repay.* 
So stop by tooay and fill our a lam 
appliGltion. 
. Because this is one way to afford a 
Macintosh, even if you can't afford a Macintosh. 
Stop by the Apple Booth at 
Education Technology Day today or contact: 
or ... 
CIKfflUftG 
Connecting Point.:=D 
COMPUTER CENTERS 
your Authorized Educ01ion Sales Consultant 
The Educational Purchase Coordinator in Muller 102, 274-3030 Patricia Menotti 315-253-5951 
• 
I 
funds it receives from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the 
New Yo* State Council on the 
Arts. This will be the orchestra's 
third concert in its '91/ 92 Classic 
Orchestra Series and will begin at 
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
Tickets can be obtained from 
Hickey's Music Center and the 
DeWitt Mall Ticket Center. Prices 
are: $14adults,$12seniors,and$8 
students and children. Student rush 
tickets will be sold for $6 at the 
door. 
Hangar---
continued r rom page 12 
Theatre, by David Mammon. 
Their February auditions, the 
only open call for the Ithaca com-
munity, usually see over 1 ()()people. 
Other auditions will be seen in New 
York City, but these will be by 
agent submission only. There will 
even be an audition for children 
who wish to be in The Miracle 
Worker and guitarists who wish to 
participate in the musical Man of 
LaMancha. 
The Hangar Theatre, very inter-
ested in a non-traditional, racially-
mixed cast, invites all who Jove 10 
act to audition for this season's pro-
ductions. They are excited about 
the upcoming season and the theat-
rical productions that have been 
chosen. They hope to see a large 
turnout for their auditions begin-
ning on Feb. 28 and eagerly await a 
chance to display some of Ithaca's 
talent. 
For audition dates and times and 
other general information contact 
Denise Hernandez, casting associ-
ate, Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 273-
8588. 
Do you like ... 
Theater? 
The arts? 
Movies? 
Music? 
Writing? 
Well. .. 
That's 
ntertmnment. .4 
If you're interested in 
writing for 
E.ntertainment, stop in 
he Ithacan office, Par 
269, and speak to 
Beverly Goodman or 
Chris Gervais. Or just 
call 274-3207. 
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Movie Listings for Feb. 20-26 
STATE THEATRE FALL CREEK 
phone 273-2781 phone 272-1256 
Movie listings for the State Prince of Tides- Daily at 9:35 
Theater were not avallable at Madame Bovary-- Daily at 7:15 
press Ume. Please call the At Play In the Aelds of the Lord- . 
above number for the correct Fri. & Sal at 7, 10:05; Sun.-Thurs. 
times. at 7:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
3:45 
CINEMAPOLIS JFK- Fri. & Sat. at 7, 10:05; Sun. -Thurs. at 7:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees 
phone 2n-s11s at3:45 
Fried Green Tomatoes- Daily at ,,,, CORNELL CINEMA 
7, 9:35; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2, phone 255-3522 
4:35 
High Heels- Daily at 7:15, 9:40; Little Man Tate- Thurs. at WSH, 7:40; Sat. at Uris, 7:15; Tues. at Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:40 WSH, 7:45 
HOYrS AT PYRAMID The Wages of Fear-- Fri. at WSH, 
MALL 9:20; Sat. at WSH, 9:45; Mon. at 
phone 257-2700 WSH,6:30 
Anal Analysts-- Thurs-Wed at 
House Party 2-- Thurs. at WSH, 1 0; 
Fri. at Uris, 7 
4:10, 7, 9:45; Fri-Sun at 1 :20, 4:10, Evil Dead-- Fri. at Uris, midnight; 7,9:45 
Medicine Man-- Thurs-Wed at 4, Sun. at WSH, 8 
7:20, 9:40; Fri-Sun at 1 :20, 4, 7:20, Evil Dead 2-- Sat. at Uris, midnight; 
9:45 Tues. at WSH, 1 0 
Shining Through- Daily at 7:35, Downhlll Racer- Sat. at Uris, 7:15; 10:15 
The Hand That Rocks- Daily at Sun. at WSH, 4:30 
7:50, 10:10 sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll- Wed. at 
Radio Ayer- Thurs-Wed at 4:20, WSH, 7:45 
6:50, 9:30; Fri-Sun at 1 :50, 4:20; Bring your student ID for a 
6:50, 9:30 discount on the movies 
Wayne's World- Thurs-Wed at 
4:30, 7:10, 9:20; Fri-Sun at 2:!5, SABWEEKEND 
4:30, 7:10, 9:20 MOVIES 
Stop or my Mom WIii Shoot- phone 274-3383 Thurs-Wed at 4:45, 7:30, 9:50; Fri-
Sun at 2:10, 4:45, 7:30, 9:50 My Glrl- FrL& Sat. at 6, 9; Sun at 2 Memo\rs ot an \nv\s\b\e Man--
1 Sneak Preview, Sat 2/22 a\ 7:45 ihe\ma ~ Lou\se-- Sun. at 6, 9 
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From the b-asement 
to the big screen 
By Eric Griffith for their anniversary to crashing 
and Chris Gervais M • through a window and making out 
From the basement to the big OVle with a guy she just met to get his 
screen comes Aurora, Illinois' fa- Review ---· attention.· 
vorite sons, Wayne Campbell and Revitalizing his career in small 
Garth Algar. They take us on the Wayne's World _ steps is Rob Lowe portraying the 
journey of their lives, where dreams The hhacan rates movies on a scale sleazy (imagine that) television ex-
coi:ne true (and they get paid) to from 1 to 10, w~h 10 being the best. ecutive bent on buying Wayne's do Wayne's World :the cable access .__ _________ _, World and exploiting it into a cor-
show that they produce and star in · Kut" -- a device that cuts your hair porate advertisement 
from the basement of Wayne's inacombinationvacuum/Cuisinart Lowe's Benjamin is the con-
home. belonging to a guest on their show. summate businessman who will 
Director Penelope Spheeris WayneandGarthattackAmeri- spare no expense to get what he 
bringsherexpertisefromdocumen- canpopcultureandit'sidiosyncra- wants--and what he wants is for 
tarytilmslikeTheDeclineo/West- sies,suchasGreyPouponcommer- Wayne and Garth to "sell out" to 
ernCivilizaJion/1:TheMetalYears cials and rock videos with the fer- keep the sponsor (Brian Doyle 
to her first studio production. Fans vor of teendom. "Cultural" icons Murray) happy. 
of her work will find that her integ- such as Scooby~Doo, Laverne and Besides_, how can you not love a 
rity is, for the most part, retained. Shirley and even Terminator 2 all moviethathascameosbyMeatloaf, 
FansoftheSaturdayNightLiveskit fall victim to their jabs. the T-1000 and Ed O'Neill from 
that this film is based on, will find it They manage to poke fun at dra- Married With Children'! 
has refined and expanded a funny matic technique (expository dia- While it might be accused of 
sketch into a hysterical film. logue is laid waste in a scene with having little or no plot, Wayne's 
As far as Wayne and Garth are fellow SNL regular Chris Farley) in World is not plotless -- it's a swath 
concemedthisisnotafilm,thisisa amannerreminiscentofthelate/t's· of well~wom c.arpet with a small 
peek into their twisted lives. While GarryShandling' sSJww. The fourth message woven.in the fabric. Sell-
one wouldbehesitanttoreferto the wall doesn't exist for Wayne or ingoutyourartisticintegrity, while 
characters as 'realistic,' the perfor- Garth, who constantly drag the cam- obviously welcome economically, 
mancesbyMeyersandCarveyleave era with them -- no matter what it is stifling creativity. 
nothing to spare. Meyers is Wayne takes. Actually having to listen to au-
-- the walk, the smile, the overly- The support cast for Wayne's thorityisnotinthecardsforWayne 
..- jovial party-dude even when the World is as integral as the main andGanh-whounfortunatelyfind 
chips are d~wn. characters themselves. Holding the program that they created stolen 
- Carvey, on the other hand. is Wayne's love interest is the totally out from under them. 
more than just Garth. He is a lust- babe-Iiscious, bass-playing Tensionisalsonotafactnr; there 
ing, full-blown, camera-shy, suspi- Cassandra played by Tia Carrere. is never any question what the end-
ciousside-kick desperate, butafraid, Unfortunately, still holding on ing will be, no matter how many 
to be anything more. to Wayne is his mental psycho- endings the film might have;_ . 
CaNey'smannerismsandlook hose-beast ex-girlfriend Stacy To understand Wayne's World, 
aredonetoperfection•-noonewill (Twin Peaks' Lara Flynn Boyle) is to allow yourself to be trans-
be waiting for his wig to fall off whose antics to get Wayne back ported into their world. Wayneand 
afterthedemonstrationoflhe"Suck- range from giv~ng him a gun::;_rack , See "Wayne's Wf?rld,''. page 15 
FILMS PRESENTS 
"Two Thumbs Up!" 
- Siskel & Ebert 
''.-l ll'Ullde1Jilf fihn. .. 
Jilli <f clel''!1: IJun1a11 and funny 1,zo1nents. 
I lol'ed this nzol'ie ... 
·· ... A .fit1111y and 
1noz·ing fanziZl' 
filnz ... 
- It-rt ( r.uc 
,1\ T\ ,I( ll'-ll l'lff\ IF\\ 
M~ 
~IRl 
''Jt \ olhn, \l."\l;OR-T', 
. Quality Films and .More of Them! 
***** '"THELMA & LOUISE' IS A KNOCKOUT!" 
Jeff Craig, US MAGAZINE 
r------------------~-i 
I FRIDAY-February 21 SATURDAY-February 22 I 
I 6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. I 
I MY GIRL MY 9IRL 
I 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p .m. I MY GIRL MY GIRL I 
: SUNDAY~ February 23 I 
I 
2:00 p.m. I 
MY GIRL, I 
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Franco's: convenience overshadows food 
By Jim Fenno 
A trip to Franco's on a busy 
night will begin with a hassle. Park-
ing is scarce, and the only alterna-
tive is toparkatnearbyRogan's,or 
risk a parking ticket on Coddington 
Road. 
But once the parkir.g ordeal is 
over, the word convenience fits 
Franco's well. With a location 
uniquely conducive to business 
from IC, it seems logical lhat the 
owner of Rogan's has opened this 
more sophisticated Italian eatery. 
Toe cozy, 12-table dining room 
is typically info~. ~ excellent 
view of Cornell Umversuy and Ca-
yuga Lake gives Franco's an aes-
thetic advantage over other restau-
rants in its class. 
The diversified dinner menu 
boasts a thorough list of Italian 
dishes, plus a surprising number of 
seafood choices. Like its competi-
tor Joe 's,Franco'sappetizerchoices 
are plentiful, and some of them 
including salad, pasta and garli~ 
bread come with the dinners. 
Franco's serves an impressively 
stocked salad packed with mush-
rooms, peppers, onions, carrots, 
tomatoes and olives under a light 
oil-and-vinegar dressing. They 
serve it in a large bowl with plates, 
allowing for desired portions. 
The pieces of garlic bread look 
more like garlic bread sticks, and 
taste pleasantly milder and chewier 
than their spicy, tough counterparts 
elsewhere. The deep-fried mozza-
Dining 
Review 
Franco's 
The Ithacan rates restaurants from 
1 to 10, with 10 being the highest. 
rella sticks and marinara sauce are 
satisfying, but like those served any-
where else. · 
Adventuresome guests have 
some more elaborate appetizers to 
choose from, including toasted 
ravioli, baked stuffed clams and 
antipasto, fried Calamari and, of 
course, gourmet pizza and wings. 
The main course is less note-
worthy, however. 
Manicotti tastes best when it is 
spicy. Lost in a virtual sea of to-
mato sauce, Franco's' is bland. 
The chicken allareburonecomes 
tender and mild with onions and 
mushrooms under a layer of provo-
lone cheese. A tangy marsala wine 
sauce redeems this otherwise aver-
age entree, but a thicker, bigger 
and fresher portion of chicken 
would improve it considerably. 
The eggy, bland tortellini alfredo 
needed more flavor, but was good 
consistency-wise. 
The menu offers eggplant, veal, 
haddock, shrimp and Italian sau-
sage, allatreasonableprices rang-
ing from $8.95 to$ 10.95 (they also 
include the salad, a side order of 
pasta and garlic bread). 
Hot and cold subs,omelettes and 
piz:ra top the lunch and late-night 
menu.Judging from Rogan' s expe-
rience in these areas, this part of the 
menu looks promising. 
For dessert, there is cheesecake 
but, unfortunately, nothing else. 
All in all, Franco's looks like it 
will be more popular with a crowd 
that eats late and wants decent Ital-
ian food delivered at a manageable 
price.But their success will prob-
ably rely more on their location 
than the quality of the food. 
Franco'sisopenSundaythrough 
Thursday l l:30a.m. until l:30am., 
Friday and Saturday from 11:30 
a.m. until 2 a.m. They will deliver 
anything on their menu. 
Kitchen Theatre -- Wayne's World 
continued from page 12 
is looking for. 
According to the KTC's mission state-
ment the company wants to "incite a higher 
societal awareness in the community by per-
forming works that challenge us to seek truth 
in ourselves and our society." 
Continued from page 14 
Garth do not follow the normal conventions 
of reality -- if anything they avoid them 
altogether. 
Not unlike there predecessors in The Blues 
Brothers, the characters are no more real here 
than they are on SNL, which is welcome in a 
sea of 'realistic' fare like JFK. Wayne and 
Garth live in their world unaware about life 
until we meet up with them. The reality of the 
world strikes them hard, and they don't even 
blink. 
I 41arge subs 
_,.1 subs from bving's menu) (ony CUI\I · 1r 272-1 RVSt41an 
r,.l'IJ,,_-;s lrviqg's 
GOOD de& 
Beyond creating a higher awareness in the 
community Tauber said, "I hope future pro-
ductions will tap more into community re-
sources. I had no idea the community would 
be so supportive of alternative theater. the 
business owners, as far as donations, in a 
recession, their generosity really surprised 
me. It was wonderful." 
The company's upcoming events include 
a staged reading in March and an evening of 
one act plays in April. 
Wayne's World encompasses all the ide-
als ofthe SNL skit -- the inexplicable dia-
logue, the unbelievable expressions and 
Wayne's parent's basement in a movie that 
challenges only one thing -- your sense of 
humor. It's in the stupid humor vein of The 
Naked Gun, and will be scoffed by some; 
others will realize that that stupid humor is 
lifted directly from one source. 
/ 2 doz. wings 
(01de1 mild, med. 01 hot) 
!::My s19•s 
1rm1ed line anti 
.I•·,-
~09 S. Cayup • Ithaca, NY 
IRYING DliLIYIRS 'TIL I A.M. 
MC & VISA welcome • Free delivery w/ $5 order 
Next season's schedule won't be concrete 
until April. The group hopes to create a 
permanent repertory company that will per-
form a full season each year. They seem to 
have the determination and skill with a little 
luck they may succeed. 
It is the characters that create what pro-
ducer Lome Michaels wanted in the first 
place: "a mm that will make you laugh." 
Sy On the Waterfront 
~- 702 Willow Ave ·.<· 
L~; 277-0811 or 272-3389 fr, 
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The Nuclear Age: rock & roll from M·, .·.··· 1am1 
Nuclear Valdez's second release ·'Dream Another Dream' falls shott 
By Dave Metzler 
With its unique social conscious and raw 
sound, Nuclear Valdez proved to be one of 
1989's most promising new bands. 
Valdez have already 
proved themselves 
competent writers far 
beyond this type of 
I REVIEW I It is an important statement about the 
lack of awareness in 
pop music today.But 
where are the songs 
meant for today on 
Nuclear Valdez's 
newalbum?Theyare 
noticeably and inex-
plicably absent 
Unlike / Am I where many of the sqngs 
sounded the same, each track on Dream An-
other Dream has its '.own oistinct identity. 
"Without Words" has~ seductive and slightly 
eerie feel to it "Dance where Bullets Fly" is 
a fast-paced rocker with an irresistible rapid 
fire drum beat. "Dream Another Drean:" has 
a unique Latin rock and roll sound that comple-
ments its Spanish verses. Each track is dis-
tinct and can stand by itself without relying 
on the album for its identity. 
With Dream Another Dream, its follow-
up to the debut/ Am I, Nuclear Valdez once 
again showed it is a band with tremendous 
promise for the future, but has not yet utilized 
all of its potential. 
I Am I shows that the four Miami-based 
members of Nuclear Valdei have a strong 
grasp on the state of affairs in America. Their 
songs are filled with an understanding and 
vision that for the most part doesn't fall into 
the cliche. 
Nowhere is their style more apparent than 
on the album's "Where Do We Go From 
Here." Froilan Sosa, the band's vocalist and 
guitar player, sang, "Through a TV station/ 
Actorsrunournation/Weareonly 'extras' in 
their 'play' /Without backstage passes/For the 
middle, lower classes/They keep us in the 
dark/Behind the scenes." 
These lyrics are simple yet poignant. On 
DreamAnother Dream the group moves away 
from its social interests in favor of a more 
personal interest, love. And while several 
tracks take very interesting looks at love, the 
group does fall into cliche more than a few 
times. 
The album's second song, "The Will," is 
typical of this fall. It is the standard girl-
leaves-boy, boy-is-lonely-and-wants-girl-
back format. The chorus goes, "Here I am/ 
I'm on my knees/Begging please/Will you 
ever find/The will to fall in love again?" 
What is so disappointing about tired lyrics 
like these is that the members of Nuclear 
formula love song. -- · · · 
Even where the ~i~{f~/ 
lyrics themselves are 
interesting and some- ·-~ 
tinies poetic, the -. 
ideas expressed are -- • 
old and worn out. · 1111D · 
-~ 0 n" With o u t ·· 
Words," Sosa sings, 
"Sultry girl/Cross the 
road of tradition/ 
Look at me/Against 
the advice of your 
dull intuition." 
Here the lyric is 
quite literate but the 
idea of the man wanting to seduce, and thus 
free, the pristine girl is very oid and boring. 
In its defense, however, the band does 
provide a few examples of its competence in 
song writing. "Dance Where The Bullets 
Fly" looks at love in a harsh world. 
The song is about the difficulty of falling 
in love in such a bleak world The song 
wonder.s at how people can find each other 
and fall in love in a world that is so cold It is 
one of only two tracks that reflect the times 
and isn't just a general statement about love. 
Ironically, the other song about society 
and the times, is about how there are no songs 
for today in this video age. Sosa sings on 
"Aragon," "Where are the songs meant for 
today? /No one allows them to play/In a black 
and white world." 
Where the-group 
shines this time is 
musically. On its pre-
vious album their 
raw barebones sound 
gave the songs aim-
mediacy and sense of 
urgency. This sound 
often sounds flat and 
a little unfinished. 
Dream Another Dream showcases a fuller 
more polished sound. 
The band seems to have matured consid-
erably with regards to arrangements and 
musical composition. Whereas/ Ami sounded 
as if it could have been recorded live, it is 
evident that much time was spent in the 
studio mixing Dream Another Dream. 
In addition to producti,.;n ~::h:::ques the 
band has also expanded its musical scope 
with regard to instrumentation. Their previ-
ous work was comprised of the barebones 
g_uitar, bass and drum format On the new 
album, the group has added keyboard, horn 
and string arrangements. They have also 
added dynamic backing vocals, having dis-
covered the wonders of overdubbing. 
The sound is rich, full and multi-layered. 
Perhaps the best example of the bands' 
musical growth is on its revamping of"Ev.e," 
which appears as "Eve '91" on Dream An-
other Dream. 
The original was a bit flat and boring. The 
~ew version replaces the simple guitar and 
drum arrangement with a fuller horn and 
keyboard arrangement and also utilizes back-
ground vocals. The band is very successful in 
converting this song into an exciting and 
dynamic track. 
This fuller sound, combined with simpler 
and more accessible lyrics, inay be the bands' 
attempt at becoming more commercially suc-
cessful. And where its new sound does not 
hurt its credibility their new approach to 
lyrics does. 
Dream Another Dream as its predecessor 
was, is the work of a band wit'1 an enormous 
amount of talent and potential. A combina-
tion of the lyrics from thefirstalbuq1 with the 
instrumentation of the new album would 
yield a truly exceptional record. . 
During.its next outing Nuclear Valdez 
may become a truly tmportant and influential 
American band. Its last two attempts- ha_ve 
certainly proved they have the ability. 
The Perfect Present BEAM 
NUMAt. 
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Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd.• Collegetown 
273-4857 • We Deliver 
:. ' 
-
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PROTECT-ION. 
BEAM TRAVEL PROTECTS YOU BY 
RE-ISSUING TICKETS PURCHASED 
THROUGH Tf11S AGENCY AND 
CREDITING YOUR ACCOUNT WHEN 
FARES DROP FOR YOUR TRIP.' 
NO QUESTIONS ASKED .. 
CALL 277-3133 FOR DETAILS 
TRAVEL YOUR SOURCE FOR THE LOWEST PRICES 
. .-
' , . . : >' ,.·.:·:.,_:>,·::i:::;:~--;:;·:;,f?:\\
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Call I-800-~INDS NU for a cathl<>g)~y.-:,·Y\ : _ 
Northweste~ University Summer Session. '92 · 
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WHIERJE DOIE§ THIE JFUTURIE OJF lioCo ILliIE? 
.- . 
Come to a Special Session of Student Congress 
SUNDAY February 23, 7 p.m. 
in the Park Auditorium 
The initial plan has been released by the strategic planning 
committee. This is your opportunity io voice your opinion 
and let your imagination determine the future!!! 
~ "'- .... 
Student Government 
Executive Board 
President 
VP Communications 
VP Acad{!mics · 
VP Campus Life 
VP Business and Finance 
Senior Class Officer 
President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Rochester Liaison 
NOMKNA 1rKON JFORMS NOW AV AliJLAJEILJE 
. FEB. 24 - MARCH 5 
In the Student Activities Center 
3rd ·Floor, Egbert Union 
- Sponsored by the Student Government Associalion/If any Questions please call 274-3377 
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For '92-'93: 199-2-93 :_::::: ·~t ' · You Found WHAT in your 
FALLCREEK3BEDROOMAPT col.LEGE CIRO..E ~ , -~- --~ . NOTICES- . -Wheaties??!! 
' ' ' ~ 
To: Semesters Viewers, . ~-- or 6 B~DROOM HOUSE. 2 ~~1E\~:JfJJflt~ _· .. rou·~·oNL y GOT ONE . TELL US! . _· 
_ We're back with all new ~pisodes BATil, 2KITCHEN.LAUNDRY.~ · IN TOWN PROVIDES: -~~----, .. ..-. )VEEKTOLIVE! DOIT -:__ Wearemarketiogswdentsconiluct-: 
· · PARK 1NG.•$24 QI E AC H --* GREAT LOCATION ~ RIGHT! :sPRiNG BREAK IN · ing research on how manufacwrers 
·-starting February 23rd.~ .. -_ INCLUDES, 272-1131 n a.m. -· ._. 8 MINUTES WALK TO CAM-,· .JAMAICA BAHAMAS·. respondtoproductcomplaints.·We 
Will Meg pull out of her co~a? · .· . . . . . PUS-· . . , . . · - ~ - - • _ . are soHciting die campus comma-. 
Will Jericho and Kaleigh live hap- l ~- p.~. · ·_ . .- .: · · · • NEW CONSTRUCTION · . -~~CUN~-~G.MITA . . nity for actual product complaints,. · 
·pily ever after? .. · Two, three-&:foui'bedroom Apart- • ON-SITE LAUNDRY FROM $369!! HOTEL, AIR, suchas!'myodor-eaters©don'teat 
_lsTroyfinallythroughwith:~el? _ ments Downtown, available· June ·* PLENTIFUL FREEPARKING · . 1RANSFERS,_~QT.PARTIES_! · odortor"myRaisinBran©ismiss-
. Findouttheanswers ... Sundaysand 1992 starting atS240/brplus utili- • BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPINQ SUN sPLASH1'OURS ingalltheraisins~"lfyouliavesuc~· 
' · * ENERGY EFFICIENCY - . · · a complaint~ please call 272-7967 
.. Wednesdays at 8:30 on ICTV-54. ties, 274-3627, 272-1374eve!}ings • ELEGANT FURNITURE/FIN· 1-800-426-.7710 and· ask- for Boony, or stop· "Y. 
--ToADICStudents,Faculty,Staff': & messages. ISHES · F -A S T SJDiddy 428- -to· talk to Pror. -
Did you know that you can talce JUST RENOVATED • CA TIIEDRAi... CEILINGS F u N D R A I . s I N' G -Eckrich. If yo~ comp~t is S!,llt-· 
2 bedroo · d · * BALCONIES p R 0: G R A M a~leforourJ>r<?Ject..we.wdlfi1~1tat advantage of the amazing 40-50% m apt. owntown, oncny *RESPONSIVE/EFFICIENT ourexpense,andanythmgrece1ve(J 
discountofflistpriceofanIBMPS/ bus line. New wall-to-wall &new MANAGEMENT Fraternities,· sororities, student as a result of the corresponden" 
2computer?Tormdoutmorecall painL Full bath. Very nice & spa- A LIMITED NUMBER OF 2, 3 clubs:eamupto$1000in9neweek. will be yours=-.:.to .keeo.-l!nfortu--
Connie Frigo, your IBM Colle- cious. Available June 1. and4BEDROOMAPARTMENTS Plus-receive a $l000 bonus your- - nately. we_willnotJ)eable to act on • 
giate Rep, at 256-8960. P.S. You Gary, 277-7000, 273-7082. REMAIN FOR JUNE OR AU- self. And-a.FREE WATCH just ~ryc~rplaint,butwewil~:our 
' I thi deal r thro h GUST. tiorcalling 1~800-932-0528exL 65. t to 1 e ~ ~_any as possi e. cant _et s s 1p ug your COLLEGETOWN PLAZA ACT NOW !! 
fingers! TIIE PLACE TO BE STUDY ABROAD 
Caroline, New apartments in full service 
luxury elevator building with fabu-
lous view_s of the lake, downtown 
and IC. Carpet, dishwasher; micro-
wave, ultra-modem baths, large 
rooms, big windows, airconditioner, 
attractive furniture. 
277
·
1221 IN AUSTRALIA 
.FOR SALE A woman needs a man like a fish 
needs a bicycle- Chris. 
FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM APT. Down-
town. A vailableJ une 1. Yard. porch, 
parking. On city bus line. $425 in-
cludes heat & utilities. Gary 277-
7000, 273-7082. 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate, summer and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. Pro-
grams start at $3520. 
Call 1-800-878-3696. _: 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 
89:MERCEDES ....................... $200_ 
86VW ........................................ $50 
87 MERCEDES ....................... $100 
65 MUST~G .......................... $50 Spriogwood Townbomes, con-
temporary I & 2 bedroom, fire-
place, sunfiJled interior, quiet, and 
private, Broker, 273-9300. 
Modern studio and I bedrooms, 
carpeted, furnished, nice yard, 
laundry center, walk to 1.C., Bro-
ker, 273-9300. 
CENTRAL COLLEGETOWN 
Large apartments and houses for 4 
to 24 people. Quality buildings, IC 
students welcome! It's fun to live in 
Collegetown! 272-3000. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES SPRING BREAK '92, EARN Choose from thousands starting FREE TRIPS AND CASH!! $25. FREE 24 Hour 'Recording 
- 'CAMPUS _REPS. WANTED TO Reveals Details. 801-379-2929 
SPRING B,REAK TO FLORIDA- PROMOTE THE .#1 SPRING -Copyri.ght#NY26K.JC 
BEACHESFUNINTHESUN,4/ BREAK DESTINATIONS,_ 
ITHACA RENTING Rm.prices.Dayton$149,Panaina · DAYTONA- ·.BEACH, ".AND ____ . _________ .,,.._ 
Studios, 1, 2, 3 Bedrooms. These 
are the very best! Furnished or un-
furnished. 273-9462. 
City $129. Kitch, Wtrfrt & Trails. CANCUN, MEX. CALL 1-800- . SUBLET 
Available. Call CMI at'l-800-423- 563-8747. · . . · - _ · ·· . 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, brick 
fireplace, hardwood floors, formal 
LR, DR, eat-in kitchen, full base-
ment, laundry center. 2 car garage. 
Broker, 273-9300. 
East Hil\-1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartments available for 92/93. An 
old mansion with nice woodwork. 
large rooms. Includes all utilities. 
parking available. 273-1654. 
DOWNTOWN-3 bedroom 
apartments. Large sunny rooms, 
convenient to commons. Includes 
heat! 
5264. . DRUMMER NEEDED ... FOR . SUBLETIER NEEDEDI°Fall ·'~2 
On campus students to distribute ECLECTIC, PROGRESSIVE 1 Bedroom Available in 3 person 
menus $6/hour. . ROCK. BAND.· CALL REGINA house; 407 So. Aurora $250/mo. 
273-6604, Lin~ 273-1983·. oi--PETER ~$6-'2368.:. Calf'256-4898. ~ ·- .• ~11: 
Town.houses, large 4 and 8 bed-
room units, wann woodstoves/fire-
places, 11/2 and 4 baths, furnished, 
free parlcing and walk to IC. Bro-
ker, 273-9300. 
Aurora SL 2-3 Bedroom ApL, fur-
nished. Off street parking, heat in-
cluded. Available Aug. 1st 1992 -
Call 273-5370. 
South Hill- Prime Locations 
2 Houses for rent: first house is a 5-
6 bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 
bedroom house. All houses are fur-
nished with off-street parking. 
Available Aug. 1st 1992-273-
5370 
BEAT THE RUSH 
CAYUGA SUNSET PROPER-
TIES. Your source for Quality 
Living. We know that recession 
has affected everyone. ESPE-
CIALLY STUDENTS ... That's 
why we have nice, affordable hous-
ing just for you. ALL SIZES- ALL 
LOCATIONS ~TUDIO APART-
MENTS-8 BEDROOM HOUSES 
Call us at 277-6961to arrange for 
an appointment. ACT QUICKLY 
FOR THE BEST SELECTION IN 
TOWN. 
FREE-LANCE WRITERS 
WANTED/INVIEWMAGAZINE 
A new, progressive Finger Lakes 
magazine, Published monthly, 
presentinginfonnalivefeawres and 
profi~es. Please submit examples of 
work to: EDITOR/ INVIEW . 
MAGAZINE/ 89 East Market 
Street/ Coming, NY 14830 t 
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS 
and TV scripts. Fill out simple 'like/ 
don't like' form. EASY! Fun, re-
laxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 
Hour Recording 801-379-2925 
Copyright#NY26KEB 
SERVICES 
THREE BEDROOM-new de- 205 Prospect St 3 Bedroom Apan-
signerkitchen,spaciousrooms,just ments.AvailableAugust22nd.272- Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
painted, nicely furnished, laundry, 2967 or 273-1650. Call John. Teacher. Technique, Repertory, · 
free parking, between IC and 4 bedroom apartments: July- Reading, Presence. 502 Universtiy downtown. $265 Available 6/92. Hill . $250 . ludi all .Ii Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. COMMONS STUDIO-new con- view mc ng ub - · 
ties; June-Geneva $210 plus .· PAPER ~~CH TYPING 
temporary in downtown Victorian, utilities (huge)_ 272_3832 Papers,Applications,Resumes,Etc. furnished, laundry, parldng. $350. ---~----- Cheap, Quick & Reliable 
Available 8/92 CALL TODAY! One person to share owner occu- Laserprinter/Macintosh · 
273-4781 pied 3 bedroom house-2 baths, Delivery 
carpeting, lake view, quiet people, Call 277_ 7583 Unusual Contemporary Townhome walk or shuttle to IC. 272-3832 
Available June 1st 1992.3-4 large EXCELLENT VALUES! Desktop Published Resumes 
bedrooms, 2 baths, private skylight 6 bedroom house downtown: $190 Proofread-Laserprinted-
entry. Covered balcony. Walled plus 4 bedroom house close 10 IC: Personalized 
Garden. Free heated garage. Free $22S 2 bedroom apL downtown: Experienced designer. Next day 
Parking. Pets allowed. Walk to IC, $275 inc. All furnished, with free delivery. $15 Call 277-8408. 
Commons, Cornell, and all buses. laundry. Now renting for June. RESUMES-COVER LE'ITERS 
Price: From $1100or$275perper- 387-3928. QoneuseingVenturaDesktopPub-
son. 257-7077 -------~-- lisher. Laser printer, with choice of 
FOR RENT, FURNISHED 3 1WO BEDROOM APT. Down- . 50differentfonts.$35forreswiles, 
BDRM. APT. $655/+util (Also 1 town on city bus line. Available $10 for cover letters. Includes 2 
bdrm. apL) 277-87S2.House for Aug. 1. Nice, .older house. ·yan1, free draft revisions, resume on file 
Rent _4 bedroom $~75/person & off-s~t parking. $500 includes - for one year.·. Personal, attentive 
utilities or S bedroom $260/person heat & all utilities. Gary 277-1000, service with free pick-up delivery. 
& utilities.-~-7302. 273-7082.. : ~1ResumeWrite273-7i04 · __ 
. For information on placing an ITHACAN Classified, call 274-3208)or stop by Park ~269. ~-
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
] 1/ 
~=JI 
"Hey! So I made the wrong decision! ... But you know 
I really wasn't sure I wanted to swing on a star, carry' 
moonbeams home in a jar!" 
.. : 
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nu-s IS to\'{ SNOW S<.\ll?1\JR£, 't-1"'{ 00 l'M oo. 1\-l£. 'ffl-l~T It i'I-\E. ~\lBLIC tletSl'IT 
''BoVRGt.0\5 13Ut:fOON." CAN '(QIJ ~ru> C\)TT\N.G !:.OGE LI\<(£ '{QIJR WORI(? 
'(00 S£Li~E MOM REJRitD f>.. G~NI? <J:: .!I.Rt".' Mi 
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Swimmers prep for championship meet·~~~~~~~~~~ 
By Dickon Geddes 
You will be able to cut the ten-
sion with a knife. 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
Today through Saturday the 
women's swim team will compete 
at the New York State Women's 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NYSWCAA) Championships at 
Union College. Itis the fmalchance 
the women have to swim national 
qualifying times, if they already 
have not done so. 
Two women who will not be 
feeling the pressure as much as the 
others will be freshman Julie Smith 
and sophomore Dawn 
Schmalzriedt. They have already 
qualified for Nationals in their 
events, and Schmalzriedt will be 
defending her SO-yard breaststroke 
crown. ' 
Schmalzriedt, who is currendy 
having a fantastic season. taking 
first place in a team-leading 30 
events, said that although she has 
qualified in her individual events 
(SO-yard- breaststroke, 100-yard 
breastroke and the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley), when it comes to 
the relays, it will be a different thing 
altogether. "When I will be swim-
ming the relays. I will feel pres-
sure." Schmalzriedt said. "I would 
like to qualify for the Nationals in 
the relays as·well." 
Schmalzriedt was in the exact 
same boat last year. She had al-
ready qualified for the Nationals by 
this time. However this· year she 
feels she is in better shape because 
she is swimming faster times this 
year then she was last year. "I will 
simply do the best I can at the States 
this year regarding my individual 
events," Schmalzriedt said. 
Two women who will definitely 
be feeling the pressure are fresh-
man Amy Giammattei and sopho-
moreMariaAmpula. Although both 
have been very close to swimming 
National times, they have not yet 
succeeded. 
Giammattei said that her best 
chance for swimming a National 
time would be in the200-yard back-
stroke. She is currently only a sec-
ond and a half off. 
However. Giammettei said she 
will be vtry nervous when it comes 
to her time to swim. "This is the first 
time I have competed at the States," 
Giammattei said. "So, yes, I will be 
very nervous. "Giammatteialsosaid 
that she believed a good start was 
vital for her. 
According to Ampula, her best 
chance for qualifying is in the 50-
yard freestyle. However, Ampula 
feels that there is a different kind of 
pressme on her than last year. Part 
of the reason for this is because 
Ampula is now a sophomore and 
she feels she has to do well. The 
other pan is the fact thal Ibis time 
last year she had already qualified 
for Nationals. 
According to head coach Paula 
Miller, all the women will be ready 
to do their best. All swimmers have 
been doing what is known as a 
"1aper" in the spon. This is where 
the women cut down the yardage 
they swim in practice. For example, 
the sprinters have cut down from 
6,000 yards a day to 1,300 yards a 
day. 
Campus Currents 
Ithaca 
College's 
weekly 
magazine 
show 
Wednesdays at 9:30pm 
Thursdays at 8:00pm 
Panorama 
Highlights 
people, 
places, and 
evenis 
in Tompkins 
County 
Sundays and Thursdays 
at 9:00pm 
WALT DISNEY WORLD 
COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Walt Disney World Co. representatives 
will present an information session on the 
Walt Disney World College Program on 
Wednesday, Feb. 26, at 7:00 pm in Room 
101 Textor. Attendance·at this presentation 
is required to interview for the SUMMER/ 
FALL '92 COLLEGE PROGRAM. Interview 
times and locations will be announced at 
the presentation. The following majors are 
encouraged to attend: 
Sli~MER-Hospitality, Communication. 
Thear.re/Drama, Recreation and Business. 
FALL-open to all majors. 
Contact: Career Planning 
& Placement 
Phone: 274-1620 
Freshman Kelly Kruger works out during practice on Wednesday. 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
<C> The Waft 015ney Company An Equ,f OpponWllty Employer 
In training: 
JV hoopsters prep 
for the future 
By Bill Gelman 
The Ithaca College JV men's 
basketball team plays a key role for 
the varsity program. "It gets players 
ready to play at the varsity level 
when the chance arises," head coach 
Chris Aisenbrey said. 
The squad is always made up of 
freshman and sophomores. This 
season, the team consists of five 
sophomores and seven freshmen. 
Unlike the sophomores, the 
freshmen have next season to gain 
more experience on the junior var-
sity if they need iL Aisenbrey said 
that most of the freshman will be 
the leaders of nexl year's team.Chirs 
Calabrese, Sean Jones and Darrin 
Epstein arecurrenlly playing at both 
JV and varsity levels. 
However, "It will be tough for 
Jones and Epstein to play a major 
role on the varsity level next season 
because they are both forwards.and 
there aren't any forwards graduat-
ing this year." Aisenbrey said. 
"All the freshman have some 
potential to make the team, although 
some would be a bigger surprise 
than others. All of them have excel-
lent work ethic, so I wouldn't count 
anyoneou~"headcoachLesBemal 
said. 
While Ithaca has a sarong ath-
letic reputation. not every pJayer 
comes ro school to play a sport. 
"Most of 1he kids didn't choose 
Ilhaca to play basketball. We are 
lucky enough to have it ro giw the 
players a chance,• Aisenbrey said. 
We'd ·like to show you a path 
that often holds tlie greatest reward. 
Rewarding careers for people 
who care. 
Down the road a ft•w vears from now 
you're gomg w be glad j.·ou ~-hose a · 
career path today that's right 111 the heart 
of Bo!,!lrn. It's '.\'ortheastern l'n1vers1tv's 
Boston-Bouve College of Human De\:el-
opment Professmns-the smart choice 
that leads to a greater reward for people 
who really care. 
The graduate programs offered hv 
Boston-Bouve College pr0\1de you ~1th 
a wide range of career opportumues m 
health. sport, and leisure studies. rehabil-
itation, counseling, communication dis-
orders. and education. 
Our faculty have received national and 
inte~tional rec-ognition for their research. 
teaching and sen.ice to others and to 
their profes.~ion. Boston-Bouve College 
has well-establisl:ied clinical affiliations 
with some of Boston's leading medical 
educational and research facilities. ' 
Study may lead to a master's degree 
certificate of advanced graduate study 
(C.AGS), or doctoral degree. Most pro- · 
grams are offered on a pan-time a, well 
a_., full-time bast!>, eornbmmg da~sroom 
theory u1th pracut:al hands-on expen-
ence. Courses meet m the late afternoon 
and early e,·i.•mng. ~o student!, can <·on-
tinuP to work. 
Uraduate programs an• offered m the 
following areas: 
Audiology 
Clinical Exercise Physiology 
College Student Personnel Work 
& Counseling 
Consulting Teacher of Reading 
Counseling Psychology 
Curriculum & Instruction 
Educational Research 
Human Development 
Hlll1lall Resomce Coanaeling 
Human Services Specialist 
Reereatlon, Sport & Fftnesa 
Maaqement 
Rebabll~tlon Co11J1Hllng 
Scbool Co11D9ellnl 
:~1u,i '.v'•{~,,,...-- • '. , 
.. r .:-(.~'.}Ii1{iu~~~1if~J; 
School Adjustment Counseling 
School Psychology 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Special Education 
Teacher Preparation 
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate 
School, Boston-Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions, 107 Dockser 
Hall, Northeastern University, Boston, 
MA 02115. Because some of life's greatest 
rewards come to those who care. 
Boston-Bouve 
College 
Northeastern 
University 
An equal opponuni1ytafflmwh't' anion unl\?nily. 
- ' 
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Toles makeS big impact his rookie year 
By LaDawne.Lampton 
If LaBron Toles hadn't picked 
up the telephone two years ago, he 
wouldn't be at Ithaca CoJJege. -
ThenastudentatBridgtonAcad-
emy in Maine, Toles, a 6-foot-5-
inch, 230-pound forward from 
Stamford, Conn. was planning to 
attend the Uµi_versity of New Ha-
ven. , 
An unexpected phone call from 
Bomber assistant coach Jerry 
Rickrodec~angedhiscollegeplans. 
Toles said that Rickrode was 
looking for a teammate, but he was 
the one who answered the call. Two 
years later, Toles, just a freshman, 
is a starter for the Bombers. 
"I had seen LaBron play at vari-
ous camps-during the summer," 
Rickrode said. 
. Making the transition from high 
· school to college is not easy, but 
Toles appears to have adjusted well. 
According to Toles, "coming from 
high school to Ithaca was a big 
adjustment because I had to move 
to higher mental level." 
playing for Ithaca· ~ter playing 
throughout high school. "Since I 
have been playing basketball since 
ninth grade, why stop no_w?" Toles 
~d. Another reason offered by 
Toles for playing basketball at 
Ithaca was to keep active. 
Toles said that his primary rea-
son for· coming to Ithaca· College, 
was because he felt the college had 
a good reputation that might help 
him get a good job. Toles is pres-
ently an exploratory major but is 
thinking about declaring a major in 
public communications. 
Toles commented on his basket-
ball tryouts by saying, "It was a 
good tryout which built up my con-
fidence." Although Toles spoke 
positively about his tryouts, he 
didn't expect to make the varsity 
team. 
Being a rookie on a varsity team 
can place a lot of pressure on a 
player. Head coach Tom Baker said 
his biggest concern with any fresh-
man is that some people will expect 
too much from him too early in his 
flCSt season. 
Toles is carrying 15 credits this 
semester. He said that all of his 
classes are challenging. Toles said 
that he does most of his assign-
ments between classes and before 
practices because he's usually too 
exhausted to do anything after prac-
tice but sleep. 
Toles commented on being one 
of two African-Americans on the 
varsity basketball team by saying, 
"Itdoesn 'tbotherme.Noonemakes 
any racial remarks to me, but it 
would be great to have more Afri-
can-Americans on the team." 
Healsosaidthathe thought about 
transferring in the beginning of the 
season because he felt out of place. 
"I wasn't adjusted then, but once I 
got adjusted everything was fine," 
Toles said. 
Toles credits his teammates for 
helping him adjust. "By hanging 
out and getting to know them off 
the coun led to my adjustment on 
the coun." 
It was during Toles freshman 
year in high school when he first 
began playing basketball. Toles said 
he started playing basketball as a 
way to lose weighL "I was a little 
chubby kid", contends Toles with a 
smile. 
Toles said that during his first 
year on his high school team his 
coach commented on his lack of 
skill by saying, "He can't walk and 
chew gum at the same time." 
Toles said that he feels people 
do expect a lot out of him because 
of his size, not taking into consider-
ation that he still has to get used to 
the basketball program at Ithae2. 
Baker described Toles as a "big, 
strong player around the basket who 
has been able to neutralize other 
post players. You really couldn't 
ask for a whole lot more from a 
freshman."RickrodesaidthatToles 
Ithacan/Chris Burke 
LaBron Toles (52) looks for the rebound against Hartwick. 
Toles is now concentrating on 
his main goal. which is to do "ev-
erything I can for the team to win 
and ultimately to become All-
American by my junior year." To 
achieve these goals, Toles said that 
he has to be more consistent and 
aggressive in games. 
According to junior forward Rob 
Sullivan, "LaBron will definitely 
make an impact on the IC basket-
ball team by the time he graduates 
because of good competition like 
myself, who help bring out his 
competiveness in practice and in 
the game." 
lice," senior captain John Dunne 
said. "Sometimes you forget he's a 
freshman." 
Toles said that he worked hard 
to improve his perfonnance on the 
court, which has obviously paid off 
because he has started in all 22 
games this season. 
· is "one of the best freshman we ever 
had." 
Although he's, averaging 8.2 
points per game, Toles says that he 
needs to improve his free throw 
shooting percentage because he is 
inconsistent. "Being a freshman, 
inconsistency is common," Toles 
said. Toles was naturally in_terested in 
His height has contributed to 
Toles' rebounding average of 5.4 
boards a game. "He's definitely 
aggressive and works hard at prac-
PARTY WITH THE BEST!!! 
m·ore sun and fun for less .... 
Don·ttake achancew1thyourSpnng BreaK. TraveIw1th 
someone you know and tru31 right here In Ithaca. 
Jamaica ............. from $439 
Cancun .............. from $429 
Panama City Beach 
hotel only .............. from $119 
with bus............... from $229 
For information and reservatior:s contact: 
Andrea, Beth, or Alison @ 256-3990 
272-6964 ~ STU~NT - 120 North Aurora St TRA1. c:.L (1 floor above the SEJIVJCF.S Fisherman restuarant) 
TRAVELING?--
-spring Break 
-- Home for the Weekend 
-Semester in London 
-Europe for the Summer 
-Interview trips 
Answer .... "Ithaca Travel Outlet" 
We can provide you with: 
-Airline ticketing and res1rvations 
- Hotel reservations 
.car rentals 
-Vacation packages 
-Discounted International flights 
-Group travel is our specialty 
-FREE ticket delivery 
-=-,IF_ -
f!(I.J 
272-6962 
120 North Aurora /(Above the Fisherman restuarant) 
THE COMPLETE STUDIO FOR HAIR• 156 THE COMMONS • 272-5532 
Toles is planning on working 
out to build his strength and prac-
ticing shooting to end his inconsis-
tent pattern. 
Toles said that he earns respect 
from his fellow teammates and op-
ponents by playing hard and having 
a positive attitude on the coun. He 
not only works hard on the court but 
in the classroom as well. 
Rickrode said that Toles is "a 
variable asset to the team." Rickrodc 
also said that LaBron is "mature as 
a freshman and a leader." 
Color Copies 
Enhance your presentation! 
• Listings • Overhead Transparencies • Menus 
• Flyers • Storyboards • Illustrations • Maps 
• Announcements • Renderings • Photographs 
Copy one or hundreds! There's no need to wait days or weeks 
for quality color copies at Kinko's. 
kinko·s· 
the ·copy center 
- ---· - ----- ----- -- ---------------
--------
409 College ~ ve 
Ithaca, NV: 14850 
273-0050 
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Icemen cage Purple Eagles, grab playoff berth 
By Scott D. Matthews 
It's not exactly the Stanley Cup 
playoffs, but a Eastern Collegiate 
Hockey League (EClil..) playoff 
berth is just fine with the Ithaca 
College ice hockey team. 
The Bombers clinched a playoff 
spot by defeating Niagara 4-3 on 
Saturday in a contest witnessed by 
about 100 fans at Cornell's Lynah 
Rink. 
The visitors were ahead 1-0 late 
inthefirstperiod, whenlthacas1ruck 
twice in just over two minutes. The 
first tally was a power play goal. 
Matt Allen's point slap shot was 
deflected in by Paul Valerio with 
34 seconds remaining in the power 
play. The fans barely had a ch~ce 
to settle back into their seats when 
the Bombersstruckagain.Jon Bentz 
raced end to end. faked Niagara 
goalie Mark Babowicz to his knees, 
then went behind the net and stuffed 
the puck around the other posL The 
electrifying goal gave Ithaca a 2-1 
lead at the period break. 
The Bombers next power play 
was not nearly successful as their 
previous one. Niagara's Rob 
Winohomsen drilled a shot over 
goalie Mike Stem's right shoulder, 
and the score was tied once again. 
Three minutes later, the visitors took 
the lead on a goal by Dave 
Econemeau, and Ithaca was feeling 
their postseason hopes sliding 
through their fingers. Bomber coach 
Chris Grippen thought a repeat P,er-
formance of the previous week 
could be on hand, when the team 
suffered through some tough losses. 
"We've been in a slump. That was 
the way things have been going." 
Fortunately for Grippen. the end 
of that stretch was at hand. Jon 
Goldberg banged a point shot that 
Babowicz stopped with his pads. 
The puck dropped in front of the net 
andBomberforwardKipLady. The 
junior, while being knocked to the 
ice by a ~iagara defender, swatted 
the puck into the mesh to knot the 
game at I 7: 17. The contest had 
come down to the final 20 minutes. 
Ithaca dominated the final pe-
riod. The Bombers launched 13 
shots on Babowicz. Only one found 
the net, but only one was needed. 
That came at 3:03. Lady and Ben 
Cooper bore down on Babowicz 
and a lone Niagara defenseman. 
Lady held the puck on the right 
side, waiting for the def enders to 
commit to him. They did, and Lady 
slid the puck to Cooper, and the 
freshman forward ripped it into the 
net. Ithaca led 4-3, and Stem and 
the defense held the fort the rest of 
the way. 
According to Corton, the squad 
tried to keep their emotions on an 
even keel despite the importance of 
the game. "We got really hyped up 
for Rochester (earlier this season) 
and we blew it," he said. "We tried 
to look at this as just another game." 
After a rough couple of games, 
Stem established himself as the 
team's number one netminder with 
agood 19saveperformance. "Coach 
has basically told me he's going to 
stick with me," Stem said. Grippen 
echoed that statement. "He's come 
up big for us this year," Grippen 
said. "I hope tonight's game got 
him back on track." 
The squad will have one more 
regular season game before the East-
ern Collegiate Hockey League play-
offs in Rochester on Feb. 28-29. 
Grippen believes the squad can win 
the title. "I'm not just saying that 
because I want myself to believe 
that," Grippen said." All those teams 
are beatable." 
Guests too tough for Bombers at Ithaca Invitational 
By Stephanie Svach 
Athletics is a give-and-get situ-
ation--presumably. the more you 
give, the more you get. 
GYMNASTICS 
The Ithaca College gymnasts 
have been giving a lot lately. but 
they're not getting as much back as 
they'd like. 
After suffering a disappointing 
Joss to Westchester two weeks ago, 
the team had an entire week with-
out competition to work and im-
prove their skills and routines. And 
although the team's skill level has 
improved, their consistency needed 
to win big meets has dropped. 
This became evident at the first 
annual Ithaca Invitational last Sun-
day. The Bombers placed third out 
of four teams. The level of compe-
tition was very high, with only 
SUNY Brockport representing Di-
vision III. 
Also competing were Division I 
Radford (VA) and Division II 
Bridgeport (Cl). 
According to Suddaby, the rea-
sons were just minor ones, "We are 
trying to incorporate much harder 
skills, while still holding onto our 
confidence and consistency levels. 
It's a gamble that has to be taken." 
Ithaca perfonned better on the 
vault and on the floor than the bars 
or the beam. This is because during 
the previous week's practice. ~ose 
were the two events most the women 
concentrated on mosL 
Sophomores Michelle Black and 
Nicole Pelletier both incorporated 
a double back tuck in their floor 
exercise. However, neither of them 
could quite nail the maneuver. 
Before the tournament, junior 
Colleen Teal was the only IC gym-
nast using this complex technique. 
Teal hit her double back as usual, 
and came up with a 9.1. She, along 
with junior Debbie Lever, scored 
an 8.9 on the vault. 
"We decided at the beginning 
of the year that we would definitely 
have these skills included," Teal 
said. "Even if they aren't perfected 
yet, they will be soon enough." 
This tournament was the last 
home meet for senior Myra 
Smithers. ··11 was a disappointing 
meet to say goodbye to home meets 
on, but the season's not over." 
Smithers said. 
0. What history-making event occurs 
February 28th -March 1st? 
a. Leap year 
b. Last weekend before Spring 
· Break 
@106 VIC's 50 Hour Marathon 
Your Business or Organization can sponsor 
an hour and help Ithaca's homeless! 
Call for details - 274 - 1059 or 274 - 1040 
"We are trying to incor-
porate much harder 
skills, while still holding 
onto our confidence and 
consistency levels. It's a 
gamble that has to be 
taken." 
- head coach Rick Suddaby 
Having a week without compe-
tition (before the tournament) 
worked both for and against the 
Bombers. They had more time to 
practiee harder skills, yet at the 
same time, they lost their confi-
dence every time a trick failed or a 
move wasn't hit. 
"Hopefully the off days are now 
out of our system," Kelly Kinane 
said. "It's back to the gym, and on 
to tJ:iis weekend's meet" 
This weekend, the Bombers will 
travel to Ursinus, Pa. to compete in 
the Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Championships. 
Ithaca will be up against SUNY 
Cortland, MIT, Rhode Island Col-
lege, SUNY Brockport and Ursinus 
College. 
A full day of competition will 
take plac_e on Saturday, Feb. 22 for 
these seven teams. After this ECAC 
meet, IC will then go on to the 
Nationals. 
For now, their concentration lies 
with this weekend. Smithers said, 
"We are going to forget the past two 
weeks and go out there, do our best, 
and beat Cortland." 
Kaplan offers the only 
individualized test prep 
courses in the country. To help 
you achieve your highest score, 
we set the standard and will 
work with you to customize a 
- program that will best suit your 
personal needs. 
Kaplan courses begin 
with ,ou! 
• Start your courses the day you 
enroll with professionally 
structured, up-to-the-minute 
home-study materials. 
• Set your own pace and -
strengthen weaknesses with 
unlimited access to our 
TEST-N-TAPE Learning Lab. 
• Dynamic live classes with 
highly qualified instructors. 
• Personal attention with extra 
help tutorial sessions. 
• Special repeat policy 
(ask for det.ails). 
• Scholarship assistance 
(if qualified). 
'' . 
Enroll now! Call 277-3307 
Or stop in at our 
-ESTANLEY H. KAPLAN 
&.EDUCATIO~AL CENTER I.TD. 
NEW LOCATION: 
127 W. STATE ST. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 
105.9 FM Cable r 1')
1).? ,1Jnll0 \ If l\,1pl.m fJul.1t1t11ul, t·nh r I _hi 
Channel 54 Cable Television 
Ithaca's Solid Rock Connection 
, IH§ ITHACAN 23 .,.,., ... -~ .. 
f r----------------~----------- 4_\ 
Juggling your studies, finances, social life, 
and the burdens of past generations. 
Inde ....... endence: , 
The ability to strive for the best, and 
• survive on your own . 
. ' ,(:• --·-- - - .. - -. 
- ..-. - ... . -- -- - -
---
Control: 
Knowing you can·master your own destiny . 
. DEFINING You 
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How many people are ~ble to .( . .,r~~oid.~ti~thaf-1µ,tfr~{l-,. the ball as a possible starting-full-
say that they play on a·Division III -~,i:nan,yeiµ-,.leadingbis-team--in-scor~- back for the Bombers: · 
national championship football .·-._ing.· He __ a1so·-am-~se.9-·:3~J... yards After his playing time on the 
team, or that they have the potential · rushing. : · · · · .: · ·· · ·. · · ·· gridiron was finished,,he turned to 
to be an All-American wrestler? · · Toisyear;Murtha_inade_thevar-· the mats, where he.suffered a set-
Now how many are able to say that ·: sity. te3:1D ,arid was able to ~o a lot back last year. Murtha' s wrestling 
they accomplished this in one sea- ·. ·more hitting. He made 20 ~kles campaign was cut short by a hand 
son? for the special~team squacl. injury. However, he was able to 
Double 
Impact 
• Second in an occasional series 
of profiles of two-sport athletes. 
Well, if your name is Mike 
Murtha, you can say both. Murtha 
played fullback for the Ithaca var-
sity football squad and is now com-
peting for John Murray's wrestling 
team in the 177-pound slot. 
As a senior in Bellport High 
School in Brookhaven, New York, 
Murtha received interest from a lot 
of schools to play one sport or the 
other for them. However, only 
Ithaca would allow him to both 
Men's Hoops--
continued from back page 
56 seconds remaining in the game. 
Walker then had a chance to 
secure his team's lead as he went to 
I.he-foul line for two free l.hrows 
with 35 seconds to go. However, he 
was only able to convert on the 
second shot and a two point lead 
was not enough for the Bombers. 
The Warriors responded with 
Brittan's three pointer to give them 
a 59-58 lead with 21 seconds re-
,maining but the Bombers still had 
enough time to score on their time 
down the court. They called a time 
out with 11 seconds remaining and 
threw the ball away a few seconds 
later. 
Sullivan and Walker led the team 
with 11 points apiece, and Sullivan 
led the team in rebounds with 11. 
Stapleton also had a strong game 
which coach Tom Baker referred to 
as "the best in his life." He had ten 
points, as well as ten rebounds. Toe 
Warriorsonlyhadfiveplayersscore 
fortheirteam, but Britton' s24 points 
was more than enough. 
"We turned the ball over in criti-
cal situations," a disappointed coach 
Baker said. "We need to take better 
care of the basketball." 
Baker was impressed, however, 
with the way his team managed to 
come back after their slow start in 
the game. "The players had a lot of 
pride and understood that ttieycould 
play better," Baker said. "The ef-
fort was there with them." 
"Hartwick was indicative of our 
whole season," junior guard Scott 
Miller said. "Wehavebeeninevery 
game but this is the fourth one we've 
lost by a three-pointer. 
acan/Chris Burke 
Mike Murtha (left) goes up aglnst SUNY Cortland's Chris Francis In 
last Saturday's dual meet. 
wrestle and play football. 
For Murtha, the choice was easy. 
"Ilike them the same," he said of 
the two sports. "They complement 
each other." 
Murtha said he has been playing 
football since he was a child. Murtha 
also excelled on the mat, as he took 
second place for in the New York 
State finals his senior year of high 
school. 
Off ootball, Murtha said he en-
joys the team aspect of the game. 
He likes the players psyching each 
other up and the hitting. 
Junior varsity head football 
coach Bill George, who coached 
Murtha as a freshman, agrees with 
Murtha. "He's tough ... he can ei-
ther run over the other guy or run 
- Offensively, he scrapped to- amass a 12-10 overallrecord in the 
gether 39 carries for 203 yards be;. - 167-pound weight class last season. 
hind All-American· fullback Jeff Murtha says wrestling is a lot 
Wittman: different mentally than football. "It's 
"[Mike] will do anything for the just you and the other guy ... with the 
team," backfield coach . Mike whole crowd." 
Middaughsai<l. "Hehastraitswhich He said the scariest thing is if 
are rare for a sophomore ... that's· you fail, "therearenopadscovering 
why I recruited him." you." This season, Murtha is off to 
Murthadidn'tmindrunningbe- a 9-5-1 start wrestling at the 177-
hind Wittman en route to the Na- pound weight class. 
tional Championship, which he "Hethrivesoncompetition,"said 
called one of the greatest-experi- fellow wrestler Matt Sorochinsky. 
ences of his life. "I can't explain He said that Murtha is a definite 
what 'it was like after the game," he candidate for All-American. "Noth-
said. ing can stop him except an injury, a 
His football coaches expect big very serious injury." Murtha thinks 
things for him in the upcoming sea- that the Bombers are ready to go to 
son. the next level. ~·Maybe not this year, 
Middaugh said he looks for but next year we'll let people know 
Murtha to become a team leader who we are." 
,, ··;\:::''..-,"Sf}t~" 
1 lt:r- _.,_., 
The most reusable piece of plastic on camp~._ 
. . 
The AT&T Calling Can/ will never go to waste. You can -us~ it to make a call from al~ost 
anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need}~> apply fi.>r another. Its the least expensive way 
to call state-to-state on AT&T when ,_uu can't dial direct. o And 
now you could also get IO% back on all 
the lrn1g distance calls you make with ,_·our card.* o Of course \"he,1 ,·citi 
·~ use your Calling Card, you'll 
On the previous evening the 
Bombers hosted the Rensselaer En-
gineers and, despite an eight point 
lead with a little over eight minutes 
remaining in the first half, the 
Bombers still fell to the Engineers · 
by ten, 85-75. 
alv,:ays he connected to the reliable sen-ice n>u've come to exi)ect from AT&T l-J s . . . h 
. · · . . o, ,1s you see, t eres 
Ithaca had a two point lead go-
ing into the locker room at the end 
of the first half, 33-31, but the En-
gineers would take over in the sec-
ond half of the game. 
They scored the first four points 
of the half to take a two point lead 
and it was 'let's play catchup' for 
the Bombers from here on in. 
A layup from freshmen forward 
- LaBron Toles at the 4:46 mark put 
: ,_the pc,µibe~ within six again ~ut 
that was as closeas they were able 
to get. 
only one wav to describe the AT&T Callinp, Card in toda,.··s coll_eg .... e,i,·,·rc>nriie,it. 
" Indispensable. 
Get an AT&T Calling Catd_t~day. Call I 800 651-0471 Ext .. 9728. 
' 
'Must make1 asl least $30 worth al ~_T_&T Long Distance calls w,th your AT&T Card per quarter Calls covered by special AT&T pncing pans are not included ' 
,c··t992 AT&T 
AT&T 
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By-~ W"dlian:as . : .. .. . .. .-... 
: · .. 'Jbe-·Bombei wiestl°'g team)s 
·_oil~ mis&on.· .· : .. ·_: - ... " .·- ... .. 
·\v.REST~ING .. : ·: ._·.·:. 
,. ·. ueoo··.coach=John··Murray-·and _._: 
liis · squad are·. ready 'kr 'prove that . 
· tliey~the~stDi~ionlllschool · _ 
· in .New.-Yodc. After their ·31-12 ·. 
.- dismantling of. SONY CordaJid ·_·. 
· Saturday.-.diey-head into the"Em- .--_ 
pire Collegi_ate Wrestling Confer.: . · 
~· · en~Championshipsriclingthecrest ·-. 
· of a huge winning stieak.: . 
Ithaca ·11as woi1 eight of its last 
· ~e ~.atcll~.·Iosing ~:mly: to P!vi- _ ·'. 
sion I ·powerhouse Cornell; -They ; 
are.11-3_~:dual.ni~t competition · 
this year_.anc.t-are. ~ed- lOth_ in· 
Division III this season. · 
· ''The .9verall-team confidence .is 
real bi~ now~ esp_ecially since we . 
put a good beating-_on Cortland," 
sophomore Karl Zenie said. · · 
. Beating seems to be an under:-
statement, as ,thaca's only losses 
cameviafor{eiLBigmenDan Uhteg 
(190)andSteveFarr(Heavyweight) 
had a rough time in practice, as 
Uhteg hurt his neck and Farr broke 
his. nose and also suffered a bon~ 
chip in his foot last week. 
been a problem for the Bombers all . -Kemly. He scored a 22-9 decision 
year, but Teran seems to have· so-
. lidified that spot for the moment: 
.. At first, he said he felt he was 
never going to wrestle again, but 
-teammates.at the New York State 
' -Collegiate Championships changed 
his.mind. 
"The ·overall team confi-
· de_nce is real high now, 
especially since we put 
a good beating on 
· Cortland." 
-Sophomore Karl Zenie 
"I .came up to ·Coach [Murray J 
and he was nice enough to let me 
wresde again," Teran said. · 
Senior Lenny Bruehwiler, com-
peting in his last match in the Ben 
Light Gymnasiwn, grabbed a 14-3 
victory over Chris D' Andrea in the 
134-pound slot. "He's adjusted to 
his weight real well," Murray said. 
Substituting for the injured Kent 
Maslin at 142 pomids, Doug Fink 
scored an impressive victory over 
Chris Johnson, pinning him in 2:54. 
The lightweights were also im-
pressive, as both came away with 
major decisions. Chris Matteoti 
(118). controlled Conland's Chris 
Kumrow, 11-3. 
Cortland head coach Gene 
Nighman said he feels thatKumrow, 
............... ...-........... despite the loss, has a good shot to 
in the 126-pound brackeL "He's· 
really made some nice improve-
ments this year and looked good 
tonight," Murray said. 
In the 167-pound match, Zenie 
had a rough stan against Wayne 
Bell, but came from behind to gain 
the decision, 8-5. "I got started a 
little slow, but I felt good that I 
came back and didn't get down on 
myself," Zenie said. 
Mike Murtha came away with a 
strong performance, besting 
Cortland's Chris Francis 7-2. "I 
needed this win mentally," Murtha 
said, "It's been up and down lately 
[for me)." 
Murtha. joining the team after 
playing football.for the Bombers, 
finished the season with a 4-3~ 1 
record in dual meet competition. 
Ithaca now looks to the 
comferencechampionships,held at 
SUNY Brockpon Friday and Sat-
urday. Murray said he expects good 
things from his team. 
"I'd like to see us come out of 
there with a minimum of six and I 
think we have the potential to come 
out of there with eight, maybe even 
nine qualifiers [for the national 
championships}," Murray said. 
However, Nighman says, 
"We've got a tough qualifier." 
"It was an acute enough of an 
injury [to Uhteg] that we thought 
we might have hurt it worse," 
Bomber head coach John Murray 
said, "The big thing was that· he 
might not to have been able to get 
his practices in, which he needs to 
raise his conditioning level." 
Ithacan/Chris Burke 
Sophomore Karl Zenia tries to break free from Cortland wrestler 
Wayne Bell's ankle plckSaturday. Zenia defeated Bell, 8-5. 
qualify for the national champion-
ships. 
Matteoti is enjoying a tremen-
dous freshman season so far, going 
13-1 in dual meets with six piqs. 
Murray agrees. "Ith ink our con-
ference has the potential to have 18 
to 20 All-Americans." 
Included in the Bomber's con-
ference, besides Cortland, is SUNY 
Brockport, the second ranked team 
in Division III. Ithaca has not faced 
the Panthers in dual meet competi-
tion so far this season. 
One of the more pleasant sur-
prises for Murray this year has to be 
the emergence of junior Allan 
Teran. Teran, who did not join the 
team until the second semester, was he was "a little tired," against 
able to climb into the starting lineup Mullin, but "having the guys push 
this week, as he defeated Red me really helped ouL" 
Dragon Chris Mullin 19-5. He felt The150-pound weight class had 
IJHACA COLLEGE JUDICIAL SYSTEM 
OW! 
Vinnie DiGiacomo was over-
powering in his match against Ron 
AERho 
and 
I C Politics Club 
present ... 
STUDENT JUSTICE POSITIONS 
1992-1993 
"American Pictures" Come See America ... 
·DEVELOP.VALUABLE SKILLS IN COMMUNICATION, 
. - OBJECTIVllY AND DECISION MAKING. 
INSURE JUSTICE FOR THE CAMPUS COMMUNl.lY. 
BE INVOLVED. IN A CHALLENGING, EXPERIENCE! 
When ..... • Thursday, f eb. 27 
Where ..... • Emerson ~uites 
Time ..... • Doors open at 7 p.m . 
IF rr ce ce ~Im <di @ JP> ce rn1 it (0) ftlht ce JP> un lb> Il-n ~ i 
t- --
I 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT: 
OFFIC.E OF JUDICIAL AFFAIRS 
-3RD FLOOR, EGBERT HALL. CAMPUS -CENTER 
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We Deliver the Fastest Darkest Tan in Town! 
lt/j;TAN~zw~ 
SON Tflrt CENTER 4, 
Get an Early Start on Your 
,,. c:ree~01 Spring· Break Tan! 
~cna.5° 
v,J,\':' 9 ,.egu\at 
af\'I ac¼a98 
\ano\n9 9 Single Facial Bed 
5 sessions 
for 
·$25. 
* Triple Facial Bed 
5 sessions 
for $30 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM-9PM · 
at &Sun 9AM -SPM 272-5598 
609 W.Clinton St. Expires 2i29_ ./92 · -. 
_ · (Comer R_~. 13 & Clinton ~t.) . 
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Ithac_anSports· BY-THE-NUMBERS 
Compiled by Aaron Williams and 
Scott D. Matthews 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD PLAYER OF 
THE WEEK February 13-February 19 
Men'sBasketban (10-12. 6-s EAA) 
Feb. 14 
Rennselaer 85, Ithaca 75 
Feb. 15 
Hartwick 59, Ithaca 58 
Feb. 18 
Ithaca vs. Utica, ppd. 
Women's Bpsketban 116-s, 10-2 EM> 
Feb. 14 
Ithaca 54, Rennselaer 42 
Feb. 15 
Hartwick 71, Ithaca 63 
ICE HOCKEY 
At Lynah Rink, Feb. 15 
Ithaca 4, Niagara 3 
Niagara 1 2 O - 3 
Ithaca 2 1 1 • 4 
First Period- 1, Niagara: Bulcha, 6:51. 
2, Ithaca: Valerio (Mastandrea, Allen), 
16:17 (pp). 3, Ithaca: Bentz (Randall), 
18:22. Penalties- Reynolds, Nia. (inter-
ference), 2:49; Zimmerman, Nia (charg· 
ing), 4:56; Bentz, Ith. (holding), 5:36; 
Goldberg, Ith. (roughing), 6:03; 
Economeau, Nia. (roughing), 6:03; 
Valerio, Ith. (slashing), 7:40; 
Zimmerman, Nia. (roughing), 7:40; 
Dwyer, Nia. (roughing), 8:03; Crawford, 
Ith., double minor (hitting goalie, punch-
ing), 8:32; Ruta, Nia. (roughing), 8:32; 
Bulcha, Nia., double minor (hooking, 
cross checking), 10:20; Kelly, Ith. (trip-
ping), 10:42; Truty, Nia. (interference), 
14:51; Reiser, Nia. (roughing), 17:08; 
Mastandrea, Ith. (hooking), 17:42 
Second Period- 4, Niagara: Winehausen 
Feb. 18 
Ithaca 72, Nazareth 71 
Wrestling [11-3} 
Feb. 15 
Ithaca 31, SUNY Cortland 12 
Gymnastics 16-2} 
Feb. 16 
3rd at Ithaca Invitational 
Women's Indoor Track (2-0l 
Feb. 15 
4th at Colgate Invitational 
Men's Indoor Track C2-Q) 
Feb. 15 
13th at Colgate Invitational 
(Zimmerman), 7:32 (sh). 5, Niagara: 
Economeau (Finn, Dwyer), 10:50. 6, 
Ithaca: Lady (Goldberg), 17:17. Penal-
ties- MacDonald, Ith. (holding), 3:28. 
Economeau, Nia. (elbowing), 7:14. 
Bentz, Ith. (charging), 8:20. Valerio, Ith. 
(tripping), 12:31. Mastandrea, Ith. (inter-
ference), 19:24. 
Third Period- 7, Ithaca: Cooper (Lady, 
Bentz), 3:03. Penalties- Corton, Ith. 
(roughing), 4:44. Winehausen, Nia. 
(roughing), 5:50. Allen, Ith. (check from 
behing), 5:50. Cooper, Ith. (tripping), 
7:17. Crawford, Ith. (elbowing), 10:20. 
Dwyer; Nia. (hooking), 13:58. 
Winehausen·, Nia. (roughing), 19:17. 
Dwyer, Nia. (slashing), 19:40. 
·Shots on goal- Niagara 6-13-3- 22. 
Ithaca 18-17-13-48. 
Special to the Ithacan/Pat Reynolds 
Ann DelSignore 
DelSlgnore earned Player of 
the Week honors for the third 
time this year by setting a 
school record In the 3,000 
meters with a time of 9:59:35 at 
the Colgate lnvltatlonal. She 
placed first at the meet In the 
race. The previous school 
record, 10:01, was set by 
Janette Bonrouhl In 1990. 
In the fall season, while on 
the cross-country team, she 
placed first In the New _York 
State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Asso·c1at1on meet held 
in Geneseo. 
DelSignore, an accounting 
Goalies- Niagara: Babowicz (48 shots- major from Albany, N.Y., Is the 
44 saves). Ithaca: Stern (22 shots- 19 daughter of James and 
saves). \ Margaret DelSignore. 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
February 20-February 26-
Feb.20 
Women's Swimming and Diving--
NYSWCAA Championships·at Union 
TBA 
WresUing--Empire CollegiateWrestling 
Conference Championships at SUNY 
Brockport 
2pm 
Feb. 21 Women's Basketball at RIT 
Wrestling-Empire Collegiate Wrestling 2 pm 
Conference at SUNY Brockport 
12 p.m. Men's Basketball at RIT 
Women's Basketball at William Smith 
6p.m 
Men's Basketball at Hobart 
8pm. 
4 pm 
Women's Swimming and Diving--
NYSWCAA Championships at Union 
TBA 
Feb.23 
Women's Swimming and Diving-- No teams in action 
NYSWCAA Championships at Union 
TBA Feb. 24 
Feb.22 
Men's and Women's Track and Field at 
Cornell 
Gymnastics-ECAC Division Ill 
Championships at Ursinus 
ITHACA 72, 
NAZARETH 71 
· Women's Basketball, Feb. 18 
Ithaca (17·6) 
11 p.m. 
12 p.m. 
Perniciaro 0-0 0--0 0, Mclaughlin 0--0 
0-0 0, Fischer 6-16 0-0 15, Griffith 4-8 
0-0 8, Shaffer 2-10 0-0 4, Tibbles 8-17 
1-4 17, Boucher 0-2 0-0 0, Keenan 6-
11 0-0 12, Kolb 0-1 0-0 0, Sears 3-5 0--
1 6, Kinne5-120-010 
Nazareth 
Ryan 3-5 2-2 8, Woodruff 2-7 5-7 9, 
Fay 0-0 0-0 0, Lynch 2-10 2-2 6, Hatt 
0-13-43, Slocum 7-18 3-5 19, 
Penoyer 0-1 0--0 0, Beggs 5-9 6-10 16, 
Cupoli 0-10--00, Walsh 4-6 2-2 10 
No teams in action 
Feb.25 
Women's Basketball at SUNY Cortland 
7p.,n. 
Feb. 26 
Men's Basketball at Alfred 
8 p.m. 
WRESTLING 
Ithaca 31, SUNY Cortland 12 (Feb. 15) 
118-Chris MaUeotl (IC) maj. dee. Chris 
Kumrow(C) 11-3. 
126- Vinnie OIGlacomo (IC) maj. dee. 
Ron Kemly (C) 22-9. 
134- Lenny Bruehwller (IC) maj. dee. 
Chris D'Andrea (C) 14-3. 
142- Doug Fink (IC) pinned Chris John-
son (C). 
150- Allan Teran (IC) maj. dee. Chris 
Mullin (C) 19-5. 
158- Matt Sorochlnsky (IC), forfeit. 
167- Kari Zenie (IC) dee. Wayne Bell 
(C) 8-5. 
177- Mike Murtha (IC) dee. Chris Welch 
(C) 7-2. 
190· Jon Welch (C), forfeit 
HVY- Shawn Cavanaugh (C), forfeit. 
Let someone else 
do the driving! Or 
better yet--let 
someone else pay 
for the gas! 
. ITHACA COllEGE PRESENTS 
-Whether you are offering a ride or need one, The 
Ithacan I,lide Board is the best way to get the word out! 
- - Cut along dotted !me 
THE ITHACAN RIDE BOARD 
RIDE OFFERED: D ONE WAY RIDE: D 
RIDE w ANTED: D TWO w AY RIDE: D 
DEADLINE: s p.m. on the 
Monday prcceeding Thursday 
publication. 
DESTINATION: __________________ _ 
DATE AND TIME: __________________ _ 
RIDE BOARD PRICE: $2:00 flat rate. 
ALL RIDE BOARD ADS MUST BE PLACFD IN PERSON 
AT THE ITHACAN OFFICE, PARK 269. MUST SHOW A 
. VALID ITHACA FOLL~GE I.D. ·-
A CENTENNIAL SPEAKER 
A lecture and screening 
of the film North Pole 
Legacy: Black, White, 
and Eskimo on the 
contributions and 
heritage of African-
American explorer 
Matthew Henson 
by S. Allen ·counter, 
Director of the Harvard 
Foundation, Member of 
the Explorers Club 
I ., 
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Skaters sneak by Niagara, wrap 
up playoff spot · 
· Standing tau:: freshman cente-r 
fills starting role 
·.Wte~tlers prep-ror ·N~tfonal 
Qualifying tournament .- · · .. 
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Ski team 
heads for 
championship 
By Scott D. Matthews 
The women's club ski team has 
been going downhill all season. 
IN THE 
BOMB SIGHT 
That doesn't mean it's been a 
bad year. In fact, the Bombers 
wrapped up their season with a 
superb performance at the Syra-
cuse Invitational Ski Comwtition 
last weekend. That left them in 
third place in the large Central New 
York league. 
Sophomore Amy Heislein was 
the big star on the slopes in Syra-
cuse, coming in first overall. Mean-
while, the team won the slalom, 
giant slalom and the overall results. 
The Bombers really dominated 
the slalom. Heislein won the event, 
and the squad placed three others in 
the top 15. Sophomore Ashley 
White was fourth, followed by 
freshman Carrie Meader in eighth 
and junior Amy Quigley in 13th 
place. 
The team now moves on to the 
Eastern Division Championships 
at Waterville Valley, NH, from 
Feb.21 to23. ''We'rereallypsyched 
to go," Heislen said. 
Last season, according to 
Heislen, the squad was excited to 
make the championships and ap-
proached it with high expectations, 
which were not met. This year, the 
team is keeping their feet on the 
ground. "We're not negative," 
Heislen said. "We're more realis-
tic." 
• 
You might know that Lisa 
Tibbles is close to becoming the 
all-time steals leader at Ithaca Col-
lege. But you may not have real-
ized that two of Tibbles' team-
mates are also in the top 10 theft 
chart. 
Tiffany Shaffer and Karen 
Fisher are seventh and eighth re-
spectively. Shaffer has stolen 109 
balls in 68 games and Fischer has 
108 in four less contests. ·Both are 
averaging 1.6 takeaways per out-
ing. 
• 
On the other side of the court, 
coach Tom Baker's squad has been 
getting quality play off the bench 
from sophomore center-forward 
Steve Dunham. The Syracuse na-
tive scored in double figures in two 
contests last week. 
Dunham followed up a 14-point 
performance in a win at Union, 
Feb. 11 with 12markersinFriday's 
loss to Rensselaer. 
· -Dunham shot six-for-six in that 
- . game; but it wasn't a perfect nighL 
He injured his. ankle in the second 
· · half, ·ana. mi~ the remainder of 
that ·gaine and Salurday's loss to 
Hart~kk. 
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Hoopsters split 
EAA doubleheader 
By Christa AnoU 
The women's basketball team 
got lucky Tuesday night. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
Pritchard said. 
Despite losing, Pritchard said 
she was pleased with the team's 
performance. 
"lt'sthebestgamewe'veplayed 
in a while," Pritchard said. 
IC 54, RPI 42 
Amy Griffith hit a 10-footerwith In their last meeting, the Bomb-
timerunning out to liftthe Bombers ers defeated the Engineers 86-58. 
over Nazareth, 72-71. "We just didn't come to play," 
"We traded baskets all night. We Pritchard said. We escaped this·one 
were lucky and just happened to hit with luck, like our last four games." 
the last one," head coach Christine Pritchard said the team made 
Pritchard said. too many mental errors on offense 
Lisa Tibbles scored 17 points and did not give enough effort on 
and Karen Fischer scored 15 to lead defense. 
IC'soffense. Maura Keenan had 15 Postseason 
rebounds. The loss to Hartwick left Ithaca 
The Bombers were down by 10 with two losses in the Empire Ath-
points in the first half, but came le tic Association (EAA). 
back and led by one at the half. "Withtwolosseswe'reoutof it. 
"They're like lightning bugs. It's unrealistic to think that we still 
They're tempo is twice as fast as have a chance [at winning the con-
ours. After we adjusted to that, we ference]. We have to learn from 
were fine," Pritchard said. that failure," Pritch~d said. 
· Hartwick 71, IC 63 Pritchard said Ithaca still has a_ 
Willie Boxhoorn and Kelly chanceatreceivingabid to the state 
James scored 24 and 20 point<; re- and national tournaments. 
spectively for the Warriors. The . "We need six wins in the next 
majorityoftheirpointsresultedfrom two weeks to even be talked about 
Ithacan/ Chris Burke their inside play. , for the N.CAA's," Pritchard said. 
Lisa Tibbles drives to the hoop during Ithaca's 71-63 loss to ''They exploited our only glar- The Bombers are now 17-5 on 
Hartwick on Saturday, Feb.15. ing weakness, our post game," the season. _ 
Last-second shot sinks B,ombers 
By Rorie Pickman 
Heartbreaking is the only way to -
describe Salurday afternoon's con-
test in the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
After falling to the Rensselaer 
Engineers on Friday evening, the 
men's basketball team allowed Joe 
Britton, the high-scoring guard of 
Hartwick College, to do the same 
thing to them that Hartwick had 
done two weeks earlier: beat them 
on a three pointer at the buzzer. 
The last time the two teams met, 
it was the Warriors' Chris Curran 
who hii· the winning three-pointer 
in his teain 's Binder Gymnasium as 
they defeated the Bombers, 61-59. 
This time around, Britton was 
the winning shooter as he hit his 
fourth three pointer of the game 
with just 21 seconds remaining to 
give his team a one-point victory, 
59-58. 
The Bombers managed to hold 
Britton, who leads the conference 
in points per game with 23, to four 
points in the first half. However, he 
managed to get 20 in the second 
half, with the last three ruining the 
Bombers two point lead. 
Britton' s shot· was not totally 
responsible for the Bombers ·1oss. 
IC had a very slow start in the game 
and also had to deal with a gQOd 
share of injuries. 
Sophomore forward Steve 
Dunham missed the game due to a 
sprained ankle the previous evening. 
Meanwhile, senior forward Jon 
Stapleton was bothered by a knee 
injury. However, it didn't stop him 
from having one of his strongest 
games of the season with 10 points 
and 10 rebounds. · 
Things started badly for Ithaca 
The Warriors had a 16 point lead, 
25-9, with nine minutes remaining 
in the half. 
It was far from an ideal start for 
the Bombers, but they came back to 
outscore the Warriors 14-2 in the 
halfs final nine minutes. The half-
time score saw Ithaca down 27-23. 
Ithaca kept the momentwn go-
ing in the second half. They 
outscored the Warriors 19-8 during 
the next seven minutes of the game, 
which gave them an 11 point lead, 
46-35. Had Hartwick been a poor 
team, a victory would have been in 
the bag from here. However, these 
were the league leaders the Bomb-
ers were dealing with. 
Brittan's first three pointer of 
the game was at the nine-minute 
mark in the game and it put his team 
within two points of the Bombers, 
46-44. 
The Bombers managed to in-
crease their lead to six points after a 
, Sullivan lay in at the 4:34 mark, but 
that was the last field goal they 
would get· for the game. Unfortu-
nately for the Bombers, we.cannot 
say the same for the Warriors, as the-
Joe Britton show was far from ovcr. 
He scored another three pointer, 
and a.shot from five feet to put his •--,-------------
team within one, 57-56, with just 
See "Men's Hoops," page 24 . John Dunne heads 'for the hoop In IC's.61-59 losslthtacaHn/ Chris Burke.: 
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II 1he best gets better. 
You'd think that once the Evcrex STEP 
386/33 was rJted the finest 386/3.1 
computer ,n the world that faere, 
would be happy 10 sit on their laurels 
But that's not the Everc, way here, 
re-engineered the STEP 386/33 with 
custom gate array, for a cleaner, more 
compact design that added e,en more 
feature,. And now Paul's PC Palace 
makes a good thing even better wnh a 
pnce that's as unbeatable a, STEP 
perfonnance. Give Paul's a tall. Or 
better yet come on by and see our entire 
h ne of STEP computers and E vere< 
penpheral products 
$$$$ 
.,, 
.... 
•
• < 
-
. 
. 
, 
$$$$ 
• Tor rJnl-.cd ,86/1 l uirnpuicr 
• l:.'-cre,r.\ unique:: 256K AMMA ~ l.,11.hc 
• lipgr,1dcJble to 486 • ,y-.tcm 
• Rcduc..cd mothcrt)(xud ,11c '-'"llh Lu,10111 
g,Uc JrTJY" ,md 1111cgrJtcd d1..,i... <.·ontrollcr-, 
and port, 
• Chmcc of 1tm~c Ch,1,,1.,. ,11c., 
• 104 MIPS 
• Up 10 64MB uf RAM 
• Video o;hJdow1ng uf Evcrex·· graphic, 
board, for dramJttCJlly improved grJphu .. , 
pcrformJncc 
• Include, MKro.,ofl~ Window, "\ 0 
and Evcrcx mou'\C 
For information and pricing, ca11607-257-6332 or stop by Mul1er l02. 
Visit our display during EducationalTechnologyDay. 
data-term.Inc. 
"Complete Computing Solutions" 
=:1:riri 
Connecting Point.,]D:1 
·. oCQMPUTER C~NTERS 
Discounted 
Academic 
Software 
:,·. 
Authorized Educational:,: ::'i: 
Reseller for : = .. :--== · 
ALDUS 
ALPHA 
BORLAND 
BRODERBUND 
CLARIS 
EARTH QUEST 
FARALLON 
GEO WORKS 
GESSLER 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
INFOCUS 
. . . : . . 
<::,:=::~;~i{).:i ::_) =:- .i ):\ 
\?:~_a,;_c:·(N_eTWQflK). ' 
_=i: ... MICR$~F.TL: ':- _, 
MINDPLAV 
MINDSCAPE 
QUARK 
SOFTWARE VENTURES 
SUPERMAC 
SYMANTEC 
T/MAKER 
VENTURA 
INSIGNIA ·._: ·,:woRPPERFECT" 
LEARNING COMPANVi\(\ ·}:t\ \::.:-=-:_:--.:. 
Academic Version so~r:e,:~~1la1?te:~a colle~ '. 
students, faculty and admitjfstr1,niprt_ohfy;-Pt~of··· 
required~ • ~;,:;',;/ }'./ l/ 
V1s1t us=--Bt====lhe, , -= --
Apple :booth today! 
Or call your Education Sales Consultant 
Patricia Menotti 315-253-5951 
IBM 
ACADEMIC SOLUTIONS 
Available now 
New, lower prices 
IBM•PS/2•Model 30 286-U42 IBM PS/2 Model 5SSX-W81 
•2MB memory •4MB memory · · 
•80286 (10MHz) processor •80386SX (16MHz) processor 
•45MB fixed disk drive •40MB fixed disk drive 
•1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) •1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
•8518 color display •8515 color display 
•IBM Mouse •DOS 5.0 •IBM Mouse . •DOS 5.0 
•Microsoft•Windows™ 3.0 •M!crosoft Wmdows 3.~ 
•Microsoft Word for Windows™ 1.1 •M!crosoft Word for Wmdows 1.1 
•Grammatik™ •Fomula Editor •Microsoft_ Excel 3_0 _ 
•Windows Entertainment Pack •G~mmatik ~Fomula Editor 
hDC M" A •METZ F"I FIX •Wmdows Entertainment Pack 
• t~ro pps . 1 e •hDC MicroApps •MElZ File FIX 
•Asymetnx Toolbook (runtime) •Asymetrix Toolbook (runtime) 
Order#2499218 $1,399.00 Order#2499221 $2,599.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 57SX-3TI 
•4MBmemory 
•80386SX (20MHz) processor 
•BOMB fixed disk drive 
•I-3.5" diskette drive {2.88MB) 
•8515 color display 
•IBM Mouse •DOS 5.0 
•Microsoft Windows 3.0 
•Windows Entertainment Pack 
•Asymetrix Toolbook {runtime) 
Order#2499263 $3,299.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 57SX-3Wl 
•4MBmemory 
•80386SX (20MHz) processor 
•40MB fixed disk drive 
IRM PS/2 Model 55SX-U4l IBM PS/2 Model 43-3T1 •1-3.5" diskette drive (2.88MB) 
•4MB memory •7-pound laptop with carrying case •8515 color display 
•80386SX (16MHz) processor •2MB memory · •IBM Mouse •DOS 5.0 
•40MB fixed disk drive •80386SX (20MHz) processor •Microsoft Windows 3_Q 
•J-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) •60MB fixed disk drive •Microsoft Word for Windows I.I 
_•8518 color display •I-3.5" diskette drive {1.44MB) •Microsoft Excel 3.0 
•IBM Mouse •DOS 5.0 •VGA LCD display •Grammatik •Fomula Editor 
•Microsoft Windows 3.0 •IBM Trackpoint •DOS 5.0 •Windows Entertainment Pack 
•Microsoft Word for Windows I.! •Microsoft Windows 3.0 •hDC Micro~pps •MElZ File f/X 
•Grammatik •Fomula Editor •Windows Entertainment Pack •Asymetrix Toolbook (runtime) 
•Windows Entertainment Pack •Asymetrix Toolbook (runtime) Order#2499264 $3,349.00 
•hDC MicroApps •MElZ File FIX Order#2499230 $2,621.00 
•Asymetrix Toolbook (runtime) ---~~ IBM PS/2 Model 70-3Tt 
Order#2499219 $1,999.00 h-~ a,;a;;;;;;;;;==;;;;;;;~ •4MB memory 
~"?½."* ((compare our prkes!~l •80386SX (25MHz) processor 
IBM PS/2 Model SSSX-T81 ~%:~,~-~ ~~~· '<:·I!;;· ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;s;=fP')!, •BOMB fixed disk drive 
•4MB memory , _______ •1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
•80386SX {16MHz) processor "I •8515 Color display 
•80MB fixed disk drive ,________ Financing available •IBM Mouse •DOS 5.0 
•1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) ~ through IBM's •Microsoft Windows 3.0 
•8515 color display =11• Loan for Learning! •Windows Entertainment Pack 
•IBM Mouse •DOS 5.0 ==----' "- ~ •Asymetrix·Toolbook (runtime) 
=~:~~:5~~1~:::~~!-~1 Pack Compul8-L99235 SJ,649d.oo • 
•Asymetrix Toolbook (runtime) ' an 
Onler#2499219 $2,549.00 
l\ncdTrn11.pwc.-Jtbl~"-'r'oq9•ht'iadlll'll&.t1.rac,lty•dllbrfr:led9caOmal1_.flltamL l"ncad:iacit.-f•di:~e.._tu. 277-4888 
Orrdrn-•b)tt1toa¥111ebil,ty rnca-1111~1ort.~...:IIBM-,..,.~-dl,1dfffal•,'-e.,dill91aot.cc. PJ,M adl'SIZ-
rtz,lll'ndndmilrbr:llaa.o-18-rcuMtdl,ac1C'.orpon"'c& Ml(,-,ft,W,NOWl,,.f!.ud.-4Wontrorwra~.-rn:•*'o:I 
•-1i:n1 ... otWICYmOftCc:irpc,n.- •ocw__..v..,,1:1ai,1•lrldf-td•OCCcnp.11:r~ r-.....1:.n,lrldca.\al 
R.-f~w..._w-METZF\ltf/Xn•w•llrftdhdtrslnatMETZ.~ 
371 Elmira Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
· 11ere? 
oon't see rt . 
Ask us-
FEBRUARY 20, 1992 
Times 
9:00- 9:50 
10:00 -10:50 
11:00 -11:50 
12:10 -1:00 
1:15 -2:05 
2:15 -3:05 
3:15 -4:05 
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DAY SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION THE ITHACAN 3S 
Seminar Schedule 
Klingenstein Lounge 
Computerland of Ithaca- Novell Networking in the Acad. Environment 
Topics will include a discussion of network configurations, support of 
DOS-based computers and Macintosh computers on the same network, 
cost and other issues. 
Digital -Digital Multimedia 
If you want to take advantage of powerful workstation based multi-
media hardware and software, this is the seminar for you! Learn about 
the newest packaged multimedia software available from Digital and 
third pany vendors. 
Digital - Humanizing Large Courses with LMS/LMX software 
Professor Anne Donnelly ¼ill speak about the issues involved in 
developing an educationally sound course designed to accommodate the 
needs, schedules and learning styles of a diverse population of students 
at SUNY Cobleskill. 
IBM -Academic DESKJab 
Assess, place, and instruct with the ease of a networked developmental 
education solution. Developmental education for the underprepared 
students and those who teach them. 
IBM - IBM Multimedia: Imagine the Possibilities 
How can combining sight, sound, touch and information help you to 
teach and learn? Come find out about "Ultimedia." 
IBM -Academic LANkit 
What connectivity can do for you in the education environment of today 
and tomorrow. Plug it in, turn it on and start sharing information, 
applications and resources with other students, teachers, colleagues, and 
friends all in one day! 
Microsoft- Overview of MS Windows&. Applications 
A preview and demonstration of the new version of Microsoft Windows 
(version 31) which is due out soon, and a look at some Windows 
applications. 
Clark Lounge 
Apple Computer- Mac Out: Desktop Publishing, Slides&. Video 
Apple's Macintosh computer brings high-end publishing capabilities to 
the desktop. Introduce yourself to the software and hardware that's 
available to produce professional documents, slides and video from your 
desktop. 
Apple Computer- Quick.Tune and Multimedia 
The Apple Macintosh computer has always provided a rich multimedia 
environment for text, graphics and sound. With the introduction of 
Quick'Dme technology, any Macintosh application can incorporate 
animation and video using the Mac's Copy and Paste capabilities. 
Apple Computer - Multimedia in Teaching &. Leaming 
See how simple multimedia techniques can improve learning, presenta-
tions and lectures. Techniques ranging from HyperCard audio annota-
tion to full motion interactive video will be demonstrated and discussed. 
Kodak - Capabilities/Features of the New Photo CD System 
The Photo CD system lets you store 35mm pictures on a Compact Disc 
(Photo CD), see your photographs on television, obtain duplicate prints 
and enlargements, and provide digital images for computer applications. 
Sun - PCs vs. Unix WorkstationS: What's the Difference? 
The world of the PC vs. the world of the Unix Workstation. A compari-
son of the two platforms that will examine DOS and Unix, CPU power, 
appropriate applications and r:elated costs. 
Seminars are free and open to all. 
Seminar descriptions were provided by the presenters. 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
.:· .. 
Come visit us at Technology Day 
on February 20, 1992 in the Emerson Suites 
And see our Demonstrations 
-Workstations, PC and "Hand held" PC 
-Multimedia, Scientific Visualization 
-PC Integration software 
-Entire range of solutions for the desktop 
digital 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
9 Brown Road (by the airport) 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
607-257-4900 
Focusing on Multimedia Solutions 
... 
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Participants . 
\lendor Showcase College Showcase 
Ithaca College 3 
3 
4 
13 
16 
17 
2 
10 
9 
8 
6 
12 
11 
5 
7 
15 
14 
Apple 
Chemung Computer 
Claris 
Academic Computing Services Presents 32 Academic Computing Services 
18 Accounting 
Computer Alternatives 
Computerland of Ithaca 
Data-term Ed<' •. 1u1 ;lfl"-att , :-1:on-· la-· 1  
*rechr\Ol~og~ i' ,Y: /~Day '92 
25 Corporate Communication 
19 Economics 
21 Exercise &_Span Science 
Digital Equipment Corp. 
Digital Image &.. Sound 
27 The Ithacan 
33 Information/Check-in 
22 Library 
Francis Audio-Visual 
.''ii • .. 
ol U1'0CG Cottege- 24 Math/Computer Science Frontenac Designs GA Computer Products 
Kodak 
IBM 
Industrial Color Labs 
Microsoft 
T oday! 
20 Recreation &. Leisure Studies 
23 Speech Pathology & Audiology 
26 Writing Program 
Hobart & William Smith 
31 Chernisoy 
Sun Microsystems 
Tenet Educational 
WordPerfect 
9am -4pm • Emerson Suites, Campus Center 
Co-Sponsored by The Ithacan 
28 English 
30 Physics 
Camell University 
29 Leaming Technologies Program 
3 B D 
Rast 
Rooms 
Vendor Showcase 
Emornon A & D 
7 D To Seminars 
2 
E] 
-----1 QC]~ C}IJ 
\ 
l __ !O~D:O~ 
r
-- 11 
18 
17 I 
Ernornon Sulles - Campus Cantor 
[22 l [ 2:17 OD 
College Showcase 
-
10 
(Clarll G K•nganstoln loungasl 
Nonh Joyor 
:13 
Elova10r OIi Campus Chock-In 
32 _Jr I 
Sometimes to do your best work, 
all you need is a change of scenery. 
The nn, Apple' \launto,h .. PowerBook'" llH1lpurer, 
give you the freedom to work ,mvwhere rnu \\:!flt. anr 
lime rnu want 
They·re ,mall enough 10 fn 111 a book b.1g Po\,erful 
enough for your wughe,r clas, a,,,gnmenr, And the\ ·re 
affordable. too 
They run\ irruallv all :\launro,h soft\\,lfe :\nd can 
run fr>r up 10 three hour, on a ,mgle battery charge 
They can be expanded ro up 10 8:\IB of memorv and 
wme standard \\'1th plenr~ of hard d1,k ,rorage 
The :\pple SuperDnre·· disk drive reads from and 
wnres to Macmrosh and ,\IS-DOS formatted disb-
allowmg rnu to exchange 1nformatHm ea,11\ \\'1th 
:ilmmc anv ocher kind of compucer .. .\ck! SofrPC :ind 
\1iu ran run :\IS-DOS program~. wo 
\X'1th budc-m AppleTilk · Remote :\en.',, ,oft1,are 
and a modem. rnu ran u,e a P1l\\erBook co rerneve 
file, from rnur pro1ccr panncr , .\lacmtmh wnhour 
lemng the hbrarr· Or log 1m 10 the hbran· computer 
wnhour lea\'lng 1mir room 
There arc three mrnleh from 1\h1ch 10 l home 
the PowerBook 100 1, the hghre,r. mo,r affordable 
PowerBook. the Pll\\erBook l-10 offer~ higher 
It's the next thing. 
Stop by the Apple Booth today I 
Your student rep. is Mr. Chris Gervais 256-8726, or contact 
The Educational Purchase Coordinator in Muller 102, 274-3030 
ptrformance and a built-Ill Apple ~uperDme d1,k drne. 
and rht Po\\trBook nl i, the h1ghc~r-performance 
Pm1erBook All rhrtc offer bnghr. ad1u~tJble backlit 
,cret1b and rht ~1mpl1cm of Apple\ lare,r w,rcm 
,ofrware 1rnHM1t1on-Srsrem - . .\nd their trgonom1l. 
all-m-one design make~ thtm Lomfrinahle 1i'1 u,e-
no matter\\ hert you do mur he,1 1\()rk 
Sec tllL' Pm,erHook mm pure,·, ,It our place rod,n. 
Jnd \\ hde I ou re Ill. bt ,ure 11 > ,1,k u, f()r dera1b ,1hour 
rhe Apple Cornpurtr Loan. 
There\ no telling \\here ,1 P,l\\erl.look wuld 
rake rnu. 
ClttfflURG 1------
Connecting Point.lea 
COMPUTER CENTERS 
your Aurhorized EducaJion Sales Co11Sultan1 _ 
Patricia Menotti 315-253-5951 
